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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a theoretioa]. investigation of the
propagation characteristics of electromagnetic waves in mono—mode
optical fibre waveguides. There are four major aspects in the
present study. The basic properties of surface wave modes on a
mono-mode optical waveguide with a finite cladding boundary is
first analysed with special references to the core and the cladding
mode approximations. The next main field of interest is the
excitation of the eurface waves on the optical waveguide. The
conclusions are essential to the consideration for efficient
coupling of light ener from a solid state laser into the dominant
mode of the fibre. The effects of scattering on the waveguide
transmission is then studied. Finally, the propagation characteristics
of radially inhomogeneous optical fibres are eRm1ned.
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Li Otttca.1. conmmicatipn
Today the volume of telecon?T,inication traffic is mere sing
rapidly and with advances in science and technology, information is no
longer limited to speech and telegraphy. Wide application of television,
high speed data transfer between computer systems and new devices such as
the picture phone produce an ever increasing demand for low cost, large
Cap city communication systems. In order to accanimodate this growth,
there exists a search for a transmission medium with large signal band-
width to serve as a trunk communication link. Naturally, progress up the
frequency scale in the electromagnetic spectrum hae occurred and present
twin wire and coaxial cables and microwave point to point transmission
with bandwidths of the order of )Hz, will not fulfill future requirements.
Next come the H01 low loss metallic waveguide which is in th. stage of field
trials and when it becomes operational will greatly iner ase our comnu.nica-
tion capacity. An even larger potential in bandwidth is offered by optical
coimiimlcation systems which operate at the light frequencies of lO5GHz.
Optical contnvnication systems as their name implies, conv.
information by means of light energy. The bandwidth of such a system is
theoretically very high. For example, if only a 0.1 p rcent of the
carrier frequency is made available for information carrying, we can
obtain a bandwidth of 100 GHz. This can easily accommodate hundreds of
thousands of telephone channels. It is this high potential th&t makes
optical co,rnminication systems a very attractive proposition for the
future,
The major advent in optical col!mninication occurred in 1959
2with th. invention of the laser. This i. & light source which produces
highly coherent light beams suitable for commurication applications.
Troughit the last decade, various forms of optical oominication
syøtems have evolved. An easily conceived system is that of free space
propagation. Light signals are transmitted directly into free space and
received by a detector in a line of sight position. This system is idea].
when the intervening medium ii a vacuum in which the light energy suffers
practically no attenuation. The tn application i. therefore in inter..
satellite or planetary type link.. In earth bound environments,
geographical restrictions and climatic disturbances severely limit the use
of free space propagation. A guided system i. therefore preferred in
order to overcome the external interference..
Pioneering forms of light guidance media, in which the light
beam is guided by a system of confocal or gas lenses have been considered
in the early sixties by the Bell Laboratory (iJ (2J. The shortcoming
of this system is that they are expensiv, to construct and maintain.
Furthermore, being basically a straight line system, they can only
negotiate gentle bends. This i. a tremendous handicap for long distance
communication links which usually pass through irregular terrains or in
urban areas.
The other form of light guiding medium ii the glass fibre.
Tb. common kind of light pipe in which the dimension 1. large compared
with wavelength i. widely used in optical instrumentation such as visual
displays and needle scope. The light beam propagates on a principle of
total internal reflection between the wails of the fibre, however, in
being a multimod. structure, the large dimension glass fibre ii not suitable
for long distance communication application. because of bandwidth
I Ii1 tations,
The form of glass fibre we are considering in this thesis is the
5mononode optical fibre waveguid.. The light energy is guided as a
single surface wav, mode along the fibre, This operating feature zendets
the optical wavegutde the suitable transmission medium for telecoln1minica..
tion. The sonomode optical wavegu.td. was first proposed by Kao and
Rockham (SJ and at present it is under vigorous development effort in
the United Wigdom by the Poet Office, the Standard Telecommunication
Limited and also in other research centres around the world. The realise..
tion of a practical comisinication system. baa been discussed by ao [4J
and Dyott (5J. The following section is a summary on the main features
which is to provide an introductory' review to the whole subject of i
mode optical fibre wavegutde.
12 }ain features of the mono-mode oDtica]. vavewiide
1.2]. Phmical confiwiration
The mono-mode optical fibre waveguide comprises a concentric
circular glass cylinder with an inner homogeneous core surrounded by an
outer homogeneous cladding as shown in fig. 1.lL4The diameter of the
cor, is typically between two and three micronj and that of the cladding
about fifty microne. The function of the con, is similar to that of a
dielectric rod wavegu.tde. under proper operating conditions, light is
guided as a single surface wave mode (the dom1nart il mode) along the
core with the majority of the modal power carried within the core region.
The function of the cladding is to provide mechanical support as veil as
protection for the core. The refractive index of the cladding glass is
generally lover than that of the core by one to two percent of th. core
value. This refractive index difference is necessary to maintain the
lossy pain
4
pro t e C t
tubing
Fig. 1.1(a)	 The	 mono-mode optical fibre waveguide
Fig.1•l (b)	 A cable of optical libre waveguide
5au-face wave propagation and furthermore it i. kept small eo that th. core
eisa can be increased to manageable dimensions while retaining the singi.
mode operation. The larger outer cladding boundary also permits the
fibr. to be handled physically. Tb. cladding i. also coated with a third
layer of loesy paint for th. purpose of removing stray light trapped
within the cladding region. Th. detailed disoussion of th. determination
of parameters, operating conditions are to be found later in Chapter Tbree.
1.2.2 Material Asr,ect
The choice of material for making an optical v*vegtiid. depends
on the attenuation characteristic and the ease with which it can be
fabricated into a fibre. At present, soda-liae..silicat. glass baa been
identified as the suitable material 14.7' The loss mehezieae in the
bilk glass material are found to be absorption and scattering. The
absorption loss is the to the presence of impurity metallic ions e. g.
iron and copper. It baa been recognised that by keeping the impurity
contents to less than one part per Mtl lion, the loss can be reduced to
less than 20dB/km.	 The scattering lose arises from localised inhomo-
ge'i.eitlea in the glass such as the fluctuation in the composition and the
density. The other r*tn contribution to scattering lose is metallic
particles eg. platinum cryetallit.s.
The attenuation characteristic is a very important factor
affecting the ultimate success of the mono-mod, optical waveguide. In
addition to using ultra pure glasses, the fibre fabrication method must
also be perfected so that there is no overall increase in the attentuation.
The present objective is to produce a fibre with a total attentuation of
620 dB/ka and it has been reported recently that experimental batches of
fibre with the above attenuation figure have been produced by the Corning
glass works (eJ and Bendix Corporation ( 7J. It remains to be seen
whether such low loss fibre can be manufactured in quantity at acceptable
prices. However, th. reality of optical fibr. coinication has been
braught considerably. closer.
The other factors governing th. glass used to make a fibre are
the thermal properties, viscosity, diffusion and th. refractiv. index.
The expansion coefficients of the core and cladding glasses must be
matched to ensure successful formation of a fibre.vithout setting up
excessive stress after the heated fibre is cooled. This may result in
bifringement air eventual mechanical surface breakdown. The reproduci..
bility and stability of the refractive index i. also very important.
This is the reason why soda-lime-silicate glass is favoured since the
proportion of the constituents can be varied to produc. a deair.d value
of refractive index. At the present state of art, the consistency in
the refractiv. index of bilk glass can be kept to within an accuracy of
one in ten thoneand (4J. This permits the discrete refractiv, index
difference between the core and cladding to be produced.
The electromagnetic propertie. of the glass must also be
considered. The dispersive nature of th. present glas. material used to
manufacture optical fibres tends to swamp the vaveguide dispersion
characteristics, This effect lt1te th. bandwidth of fibre as a trans..
mission medium to 10 GHs. It has been suggested that almost dispersion
free fibres can be made from glass with given variation of refractiv.
index with frequency (8J. This is certainly an area for future
improvement in the material aspect.
7L23 Fabrication Techniaue
It is known that the mono-mode optical fibr. can be mad, by
two methods, Other method. exist although their techniques have not been
fully decided. Tb. first method to be tried in the United Kingdom was
the rod-in-tube method. A rod which ii to be the core, i. placed inside
a loosely fitting thick glass tub. made of the cladding glass material,
Both the rod and the tube are cleaned thoroughly to avoid any posaibi.
contamination which might form scattering centres in the finally drawn
flbr•. The cylindrical surfaces must also be polished in order to obtain
a good boundary. Tb. concentric cylinder can be ueed directly for the
pulling of fibre or fused together to form a solid rod for easier
handling. The assembled rod is then held vertically in & fibr. pulling
machin, as shown in fig. 1.2(a). The lower end of the combined glass
rod i. then heated in a furnace made of heating coil.. When the glass
has been melted into a state with suitable viscosity, the tip is pulled
away so that a fine fibre i. formed which is linked to the main rod
body. The fibre is then wound onto a rotating drum which pulls the
fibre continuously. The ratio of the radii of the cladding to the core
of the final formed fibr. is eial to that of the original ratio of the
rod and the tube. In order to obtain a large radiu, ratio, several
concentric cladding tubes may have to be used. The overall fibre dimen..
sion is then controlled by the heating rat. and the speed of the drum.
The second method, also used in the United Kingdom, is the
double -crucible method (J. The core and cladding glasses are placed
in a concentric platinum crucible with the core glass in th. inner and
the cladding glass in the outer crucible respectively, as shown in fig.
1,2(b). Tb. whole assembly i. housed inside a furnace and the glasses
are then melted. The molt.n glasses then flow out of the noazie. at the
lower end of the crucible either under ths action of gravity or increased
8composite
core
	 glass rod
cladding
heating
C oil
rotating
drum
Fig.1 2(a)
	
Production of opticaL fibre waveguide
by the" rod— in—tube" method
heating
coil
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cladding glass(molten) core glass (molten)
concentric
platinum crucible
nozzle
glass
fibre
rotating
drum
Fig 1 2(b)
	 Production
	 of	 optical fibre waveguide
by the "double—crucible' method
10
pressure in the atmosphere above that of the molten glass in the crucible.
The drawing of the fibre is s1mIlmr to that of the rod in tube method.
The radius ratio is controilsd by the pressure of the atmosphere above
that of the molten glass and a large ratio can be obtained in a single
step by the dwble-crucibls method,
Both fabrication techniques are used to manufacture optical
fibre waveguidea. In comparison, the rod-in-tube method ii simpler to
operate and the machineries ar• cheaper in cost. The basic rods and tubes
however requires good surface finish and the control of fibre parameter is
rather restricted. Tb. double -crucible method offers greater freedom in
the control of fibre radius ratio and also pro&zcee fibre with better
mechanical tolerences. The platinum crucibles ar. extremely expensive
to build and th. whole fabrication machin. must be housed in specially
clean confinement with pollution free atmosphere.
Recently Corning have described in a patent, details of the
method they have used to achieve their low attenuation fibres. Unfortu-.
nately the information there provided is inadequate for reprokiction here.
1.2.4 flectromaanatic Aat,ect.
The theoretical analysis of the mono-mode optical vaveguide
is extremely important in order to understand the basic propagation
characteristics and also to provide design proceckreu. The result. hould
ensure the opti u operation of the waveguid.. The electromagnetic
behaviour of the realistic optical waveguide, which is a three layer
structure, is studied in this thesis. Justification f or approximated
analyses used by other authors is also ead.. A knowledge of the baiic
11
el.ctrc.*getio properties is necessary in solving problems in other
areas of the mono-mode optical waveguid. e.g. the launching aspect.
In addition to the study of the ideal etructur., it is also
necessary to consider the •ff.ct of imperfections. The diacontinuitise
general1 encountered in optical waveguid. are scattering centres, taper.,
bends, and variations in geometry, The in factors to be determined is
effects on the waveguide characteristics, additional attenuation, modal
conversion and reconversion and their effects on the performance of the
system as a whole, The scattering in the optical waveguid. is regarded
as the most important and this is an*1yaed in Chapter Five.
1.2.5 An ODtica]. Waveuide Communication System
Although no operational optical waveguide communication system
haa been in existence during the course of the present study, the main
features of such a system are not difficult to foresee(18J. 	 Fig. 1.5
shows the block diagram of a long distance optical waveguide communication
system. The baa. band information, such as telephone conversations,
video signals and data are first converted into light energy by the input
transducer. The digital pulse-code-modulation is certain to be used for
the well known advantages in good error rate performance and lees stringent
signal. to noise ratio conditions. The signals are then modulated into
light pulses and multiplexing is introduced to increase the information
capacitjy, The techniqu. of modulation will depend cii the light source.
Th. semi-conductor GaAs laser is particular favoured for used as a source
because of the advantages of compactness, and of being a solid state
device, Also, the ease of modulation, the GaAs laser works on a current
12
a rrent injection mode in which th. output light level depends on the
magnitud. of the injection ourrent. Modulation is therefore easily
achieved by ms&klng the inj ection current vary with the signal level,
At present the GaAs laser is still under development for example, at Standard
T.lecomiin1cation Laboratories end 8.1]. Laboratories (?J. Th. double
heterojunction aluminum gallium arsenide laser is envisaged to b. the
final form which will be used in optical waveguide system. This device
ii capable of CU operation at room ts*peratur. and emits infra-red
radiation at 0.9 m wavelength. The power output is about 100 mU which
is sufficient for c'nication applications. The present research effort
is to achieve high reliability and long life timi.
The means of effective coupling of light from the GaAs laser
into the	 mode of the optical vaveguide is still to be determined
and this is considered in Chapter ?zr. The main objective is evidently
to obtain high laimching efficiency.
In a trunk ooxminicaticn link, a large number of fibres e.g.
fifty to a hundred, I. envisaged to be bunched together to form a cable
as shown in fig. 1.1(b) • Individual fibre. may be further coated with
a layer of loasy plastic for mechanical oushioning and prevention of
cross-talk between fibres. Tb. cable comprised of many fibres is then
housed in a metallic tubes for final protection against ambient conditions,
corrosion and external shocks.
At the receiver, the light energy is detected by suitable
light sensitive detectors. The silicon aval8rlcb. diode 1. the suitable
detector chosen becaus. of it. high sensitivity, speed of respond and
wide frequency range of operation. Tb. light signal. are then converted
into electrical form at a lower frequency. After demodulatioa and
deenitiplexing, the origtn l information 1. recovered.
Repeaters ar. required in the intervening apace between the
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transmitter and t1. receiver. Tb. regeneration circuitry will consist
of a detector to receive the incoming signal, an amplifier to reshap.
the pulses and a laser to re"4raneLtt the signal. Power to the repeaters
will have to be supplied separately. The spacing between repeaters will
depend m*i-nly on the attenuation of th. fibre and ther. will be great
economic saving if the fibr. loss is reduced hence decreases the number
of repeater stations.
The primary objective in the development of an optical way.-
guide couununication system is a syatem with an information capacity of
500 Mbit/sec, fibres with attentuation of 20d8/ks and repeater stations
spacing of two kilometers. An experimental system operating at 75 Mbit/
sec baa been built at Standard Telecommunication Laboratory Ltd. It is
hoped to achieve in future a final system with capacity of 1 to 2 Gbit/
sec. The lIMItation in the ultimat. bandwidth of an optical waveguide
system is most likely to be governed by the terminal equipments e.g.
laser &iving and pulse generation circuits. A bit rate above 1 GHz is
beyond the capability of present transistor and new faster speed devices
will have to be used.
The advantages in using the mono-mode optical fibre vavegu.tde
ar. $
(1) The high potential of wide bandwidth transmission
medium results from single-mode operation at
optical frequency.
(2) Flexibility of the fibre means that it can be
bent to a small radius of curvature and is there-.
for. suitable for use as a long distance
coi.inication I Irk,
(3) Althigh the fibre itself is expected to be
expensive, only a small amount of glass is
15
required to fabricate a fibre e.g. 1 kg can
make 200 km of fibre with 50 pa diameter.
(4) £concmic savings in installation cost because
of the small siz, of the fibre, A trunk cable
of fibre waveguide is not very large and can
b. used in existing kists for coaxial cables.
(5) The cable i physically' very strong and it is
resistant to corrosion and shocks.
(6) Compactness and lower power consumption in the
terminal equipment since aeaiconthctor devices
ar. used.
The success in the realisation of a practical optical. fibre
waveguide coiniinication system is seen to depend on a number of factors.
(1) The availability of lou lose glass and the
fabrication into the fibre form without
increasing the overall attenuation and at an
acceptable price.
(2) A good performance GaAs laser with high r.liabi-
lity' and long operation life time.
(3) An effectiv. launching technique of coupling
light from the source to the fibre.
These problems are regarded at present as the moat important
ones and considerable research effort is directed in the abov. areas in
an attempt to find a satisfactory' solution. However one must be cautien.
as well as entIxsiastic, the optical. cosmamication system can only be
brought into service as an alternativ, to our existing system provided.
that it can be prothced on a cost bandwidth basie which is more than
competitive with the present system. The progress so far is very' promising
and optical fibre coussunication could poasib],y be in use early in the
16
next decade,
1.5 Development of the thesis
The study in this thesis is mAinly concerned with the electro..
magnetic aspects of mono-mode optical waveguide. Tb. objective is to
provide physical understanding of the al.ctrcmagn.tio properties of the
waveguid. so that proper design methods are possible. Since a realistic
optical waveguide is a three layer structure, in Chapter Two we shall
first formulate the equations governing the important propagation charac-.
teriatica such as phase change coefficient, group velocity and attenuation
coefficient of a multilayer dielectric cylinder. Th. above analysis La
then applied in Chapter Three to the mono-mode optical waveguide in order
to evaluate th. exact propagation characteristics as well as to provide
a justification of the core and cladding mode approrImtion used previously
by other authors. Thia knowledg. will lead to a determination of the
waveguide parameter. In Chapter Four, we shall s nittne the excitation of
surface wave modes in the optical waveguide and th. design of coupling
devices, The scattering in optical vaveguide is investigated in Chapter
Five and also its effect on the performance of a P.CJ4. conimunicatiou
system.
The analysis of the inultilayer dielectric cylinder ii extended
in Chapter Six to a study of the characteristics of radially inhomogeneous
media. Chapter Seven au1mnLrisea the conclusions of this thesis and
suggests directions for further research work. Finally the compitational
details involved in this study are presented in Chapter Eight.
17
CHAPTER NO
The ?ltilaer E.ielectric Clinder
The realistic mono—mode optical fibre waveguide ILs a
zmi.ltilayer dielectric surface wave structure. The characteristic
equation and the various electromagnetic propertiea such as power
flow, group velocity and attenuation of surf ce wave in a miiltilayer
dielectric rod are formulated in this Chapter, This anaiysis is not
only ease tial. to the stucr of the propagation characteri tics of
the optical waveguid. it alsO important in the investigations of
other aspects such as excitation, scattering and in radially in-
homogeneis media. The formulations are in a form suit ble for coeip
puter evalu tion.
18
2.1 Surface wave on cylindrical structure
2.1.1 The cylindrical str cture
A cylindrical, structure is defined as one with uniform
transverse geometry along a ion itudina]. axis which is generally referred
to as the z— direction (l].J. Such a structure becomes an electromagnetic
waveguide when it is capabable of sup orting modes of propagation of
electromagnetic waves. The electromagnetic ener is then guided along
the structure with a given spatial field and energy distribution. It is
described by a suit blo coordinate system which conforms to the geometry
and having orthogonal coordinates in the transverse plane e. • 11 , ,
as shown in fi • 2,1.
The vector operator V in a cylindrical coordinate syst in is
then
V =V	 +
	
2—].
where	 represents the vector operator del in the transverse plane
and it is a function of the transverse coordinate • All the field
components are then assumed to have a a dependence of the form
exp( ..Y a), where V is the propagation coefficient and it is defined
as
Y= a
	 2-2
a, and 3 are the attenuation and phase change coefficients resp ctivel
Then from a. • 2-1 and 2-2
V = V-V	 (a)
2-3
and	 V2 = V	 +'2	 (b)
zy
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x
Fig 2 . 1 A general cylindrical structure
x
Fig2 2 The cylindrical polar coordinate system
V .	 = 0
VAE= - ___
-
aDVA	 =+ -
at
= p
(a)
(b)
2-4
Cc)
(d)
2-6
2-7
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2.1.2 The wave ecuation
The Maxwell equations in their differential form are
The fields are assumed to have a sinusoidal time dependence
of the form exp(jwt), the partial derivative then becomes
-
	 2-5
at
In a homogeneous, isotropic and sourceless medium, the charge
and current densitiea are both zero and after substitution of eq. 2-5
into eq. 2-4 and further vector operations on eqs. 2-4; we arrive at the
ii ye equation
E
v 2 +W2jE ]
	
= 0
on substituting for v 2 in cylindrical coordinates from eq. 2-3(b)
we have
E2	 2	 2
[v	 +(u)c .v )]
t
By defining the wave number k as
=0
= w2ILc • v 2	 2-8
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The wave equation in .cylindrical coordinates is then
2	 2
[v	 +k ]
	
=0	 2-9
t
Eq. 2-9 is also cown as the homogeneous vector Helaholts' a equation.
2.1.5 Tves of waves
Waveguide modes exist when the fields satisfy Relaholts' e
equation (2-9) and prescribed boundary conditions. In cylindrical struc-
tures, closed form solutions are possible for simpl, geometrical ahapee
e.g. circular and rectangular cross sectiona.Ther. ar. four different
kinds of waves capable of propagation in cylindrical structures, namely
TEM, TE, TI.! and lrbrid modes. The essential properties are auminirised
in Table 2.-i. (l2J
In a cylindrical etruotur., wavegu.tde modes are denoted by
double numerical subscripts nm, which represent a particular mode with
a specific field variation in the transverse plan..
22
Field componente
Wave
Axial	 tianavera.
Traneveree Electro..
	 none	
- Vt
magnetic
(Tm)
H=..J v tAE
WIJ._	 —t
Tranevoree Electric	 magnet41	 H	 V
___ V H(TE)	 field	 =	 Ic2only
E = j	 lAM
—t	 V
Tranaveree Magnetic 	 eloctr	 = .. L. v z
field	 t	 2	 tIc(TM)
WE:
H	 j	 AE
V	 —t
**
Hybrid	 both	 E	 - L. [ VtE • 3 w .L I AVtH%I
electric	 2
Ic
and
magnetic
field	 H =	 I 1WczAVE •VtH I-'
Ic2
Tb) 24
	
d tçretyp	 4ectz
	
netic, ie3d
* 0 ii a aoalar potential which eatiafied the Laplace equation
v 0=0
eubj ected to boundary conditiona.
** The axial electric and magnetic fielda eatiafy the ecalar Helmholts' a
equation	 2	 2
•k 1H5 =
and aubjected to boundary oonditiona.
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21.4 Surface Waves
Guided electroiiagnetio waves can possess either bounded or
unbounded fields. The former cane i. found in hollow perfectly
conducting waveguidee. In the latter cane, the electromagnetic enerr
i guided by an cp.n surface e.g. a dielectric or impedance interface.
The fields extend to infinity but they adhere to the guiding surface
and decay exponentially away from it, hence the term surface wave.
Examples of surface waveguidea are the dielectric alat the corrugated
plane, the dielectric rod and the corrugated cylinder. The optical wave-
guide is a special form of dielectric rod surface waveguid.,
The surface waves exhibit characteristics different from wave.-
guide modes in hollow pipes (15.7.
i) Possibility of modes with no low frequency cut-off.
ii) Existence of radiation at discontinuities.
iii) Non-existence of infinite number of discrete piodes.
iv) )bdes with phase velocity slower than velocity of
light.
Some of the above properties will be discussed in later
Chapter..
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2.2 The m1tilaver dielectric cylinder
22.]. Physical configuration
A multi-layer dielectric cylinder with circular cross eection
is shown in fig. 2.3. In general it consists of a number of layers N
where each layer is characterised by the bounding radius and the
periaittivity of the material. The permeability of the whole atructur.
is taken to be that of free space.Since only dielectric materials ar.
of interest in the present investigation, we shall first analyse an
ideal structure in which the dielectric is assumed to be loeslea.. The
effects due to imperfections •.g. dielectric loss, are evaluated by the
perturbation technique.
In the forthcoming analysis, the central region will be
referred to as the 'axial layer', A general layer is characterised by
the subscript 'p' with uniform dielectric constant Cp) and vii]. be
referred to as an 'intermediate layer' • It is bounded between radii
r	 and r . Finally the outermost layer is called the'unbounded
layer' because its bounding radius rN is at infinity. The subscript
SpS assumes an ascending order from unity to N as r increases.
22.2 The wave ecuation in circular tolar coordinates and its solution
under different boundary
 conditions
In order to formulate the propagation characteria tics of
surface waves on the multi-layer dielectric cylinder, the wave squation
(sq. 2-9) is now solved in circular polar coordinates subj ected to
different boundary conditions. Th. vector operator in circular polars
are from eq. • 2,3.
25
Fig.2 . 3	 The muttilayer dFelectric cylinder
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a	 a	 • a	 (a)S
	r ö
	
as
a	
• ÔJI. a	 (b)	 2-10
r
2
and	 V	
1j a __	 1 a
C	 ).'t	 dr	
r2 a2	
(c)
Since in any type of mode, the transverse fie1are derived
from the a.a1 fields we therefore seek solutions to the equations in
the foot notes of p. 22.	 Substituting for V 2 from eq. 2-1.0(c) we
have,
3
a	 aI-	 (r-_-) '	 • k2]	 =0	 2-11
'r ar
Hz
with the separation of variable being poseibi., the solution to eq. 2-11
will assume the form
') exp(j(ne+e))
	
2-12
where n is an integer denoting the aziimithal dependence and F(r) is
a ftinction of radial dependence only. After separation of variables,
a differential equation satisfied by T(r) is obtained
1 2 d2	 	 • (k2r2 n2)]F(r) = 0
	 2-15Lr	 2•r
dr	 dr
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This is recognised as the Bessel differential equation and
its solutions are Bessel functions. The case in which there is no
azimuthal dependence leads to pure T and TM modes. The solutions for
n >0 correspond to th. 1brid modes in which both longitudinal electric
and magnetic fields are present in order that the boundary conditions be
atified.
In a multi-layer structure, the solution to eq. 2 15 depends
ens
1) the boundary conditions i.. the particular layer considered
2) the operating condition 1... th. frequency.
Since a perfect structure is assumed, the propagation coeffi..
cient becomes pure imaginary i.e. Y = j P • Let us consider the wave
number
k2 WLE	 2-14
When w2p. c < p 
2, k becomes imaginary and this will lead to
a modified solution. A convention is used in all, the following equations
such that k is alwaye taken to be positive is.
k	
- p21
	 2-15
but the qiantity k2 can be either positiv, or negative depending on the
actual values of w2 J.L E and 2 Th. solutions for different layers are
then
1) axIal layers
A solution is required which is defined at zero radius and
furthermore the condition	 E > P 2 is satisfied for all situation
considered in this analysis, therefore the solution is $ for 0 r
	 i',
F(r) = A1J(kr)	 2-16
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2) intermediate layers:
In the th layer, a linear combination of Bessel functions
of the first and second kind is required; therefore for r1,	 r
when W2LQE>p2 vs have
F(r) 
= 
LJ(kr) + Bt(kr)
and when w 2P.E < P 2, the solution become modified Bessel functions
= ii (kr) + B K (kr)pnp	 pnp
The transition from one kind of solution to another in a
nilti-layer cylinder can occur quite freq.tent1y as frequency is varied,
5) unbounded layer:
For a surface wave to exist, a solution is required which is
defined at infinity; therefore the condition 2 	 N> p 2 must be
satisfied, since only this can lead to the solution when r>
F(r) 
= LNKfl(kNr)
which is a, decaying function vanishes at infinity. The solutions for
the ciroular symmetric modes will have the same form with n = 0.
2-17
2-18
2-19
(a)
(b)
(a)
2-20
Cc)
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2.25 Field coonents
Tb. field components in the different layers for the hybrid
mode. are evaluated by substituting sq. 2 - 16 through 2 19 into the
entry for hybrid mod. in table 2.1. It Bhould be noted that the axial
electric and magnetic fields are 900 out of phase (isj. For a general
intermediat, layer, the axial fields are
E	 I £ J (k r) • B I (k r)J ain(nO • 0)Ipap	 pnp
H = [c 3 (k r) + DY (k r)] cos (nO .0 )C	 pflp	 pup	 n
the transverse fieldB are
{ k, [' n (kr) • B	 (kr)] +
W.Lfl
°	
[c j (k r) • DY (k r)]}cos (ne •o)
1'	 pflp	 Pu p
n£ =
	
2	 {.u..-[AJ (kr).BY (kr) +up	 pn pJ
(b) 2-21
U)
I C J'pfl (k r) • DI' (k r)1 sin (nO.9 )P	 fl P
p
ft P	 puplH =	 (	 P [aJ (k r) • B I (k r) 1 •pr
k[CJ'(kr) •DY' (kr)]Jain (nO.0)pup	 pup
50
p	 wtkBe
 =	 2 - {	 D [A J' (k r) + B V (k r)J +
13	 p	
pa p
(d)
- I C Jr i, , a (kr) .	 (kr)] } cos (nO • e)
In the above eq.iations, trigonometric fttnctiona are used
instead of exponential function i... exp(jne) because the latter
represents a circularly polariaed wave, furthermore a factor
up j (w t (3 a) is assumed in all the field components. The primed
Bessel. functions mean derivatives with respect to their argument..
When	 c <p2, the Bessel functions in eq.. 2 20 and
2 2]. become modified ones as in eq. 2 - 18, and 	 becomes negative.
The field components for the axial and the unbounded layer
are derived easily from eq. 2 20 and 2 - 21 by changing the appropriate
aubsaript. and putting various constants to zero. Hence for the axial
layer B D1 0 and for the unbounded layer AN = CN = 0 with all the
Bessel functions in modified forms.
As for the circular symmetrical modes, their field components
are easily derived from those of the hybrid modes by setting the
appropriate constants to zero. For the TE mode, there is no a i al electric
field; therefore for an intermediate layer
n	 AB	 O	 2-22p	 p
the field components are then
H	 C J (k r) + D T (k,r) 	 (a)	 2-23
a	 po p	 p0
(b)
(0)
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H1
	'J	 2	 [c ji (k r) • D I' (kr)J
p0 p	 po
£0	 ODt
- 2	 1	 (kr) • D!' (Ic r)lO pi
th. other transverse field components H9, and Er are zero.
The arbitzryphaee constant O, is also zero.
To find the field components in the axial and the unbounded
layer we can equate the appropriate constants to zero and change the
subscripts similar to the case for the hybrid mode. Then for the axial layer
= 0 in sq. 2 25 and for the unbounded layer CN = 0 and the Bessel
function i. in the modified form.
Now, for the TM mode, there is no axial magnetic field;
therefore for an intermediate layer we have
nC D 0p p
the field components are th
E	 A3 (kr) •BY (kr)
z	 po p	 P0 p
3k
=	 -- A J' (Ic r) +8 V (k r)J
Ic2	
Ipo p	 po
p
[AJI (kr) •B I' (kr)]
o p	 P0 p
H=—j _____
k
p
2.24
(a)
(b) 2.25
(c)
and EQ = = 0. Similarly, for the axial layer we put B 1
 = C) and for
the unbounded layer A 0.
From the above, the ciroilar symmetric modes can be considered
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mathematically as special cases of the hybrid modes, In the forth-
coming analysis on other electromagnetic properties we shall formulate
the equations for the general and more important case of the hybrid mode.
Then for the TE or TM modes, we apply the conditions in sq. 2 22 and
2 24 to obtain the required quantity.
22.4 The characteristic ecuation
In order to obtain the dispersion characteristics of a
mitilayer structure, it is necessary to solve the characteristic
equation relating & and p • For a mode to exist, the boundary
conditions have to be satisfied such that there is continuity in the
tangential field components. In cylindrical polar coordinates these are
the azimuthal and th. longitudinal components.
In a multilayer structure with N layers, for a hybrid mode
there will be N 1 boundaries separating the N layers of different
dielectric properties. On matching the tangential electric and magnetic
fielda at each boundary, we obtain 4(N 1) independent equations,
Since there are four tangential field components to be matched,namely
E1, N9, H1 and 1i. This set of equations will completely describe the
propagation of the modee in the structure and it ii homogeneous in the
arbiary constants i.e. L, Ba, ,	 D. There are 4(N 1) arbitrary
constant., namely two from the *in1 layer, two from the unbounded layer
and there are four for each intermediate layers (N 2 in number). The
total number of arbitraxy constants is therefore 2 + 4(N 1) • 2 = 4(N 1).
The set of equations when written in a matrix for, 1.
D.I0
S S
33
where D is a square matrix of order 4(N - 1) by 4(N 1) and it.
elements are the field component functions, and I is a 4(N 1) column
Vector consisting of the arbitary constants. For a non-trival solution
of eq. 2 26, the determinant of D imist vanish
det	 2-27
Eq. 2 27 i. called the characteristic equation of the multi-
layer structure since det D can be expanded into a singl. equation. The
matrix D and det I) are called the characteristic matrix and determinant
respectively. On solving eq. 2 - 27 for w and 	 , the dispersion
characteristics are obtained. This operation is performed numerically on
a digital computer, the computer oftvare so developed is described in
Chapter Eight.
In the process of solving the characteristic equation it is
also necessary to evaluate the associated arbitrary constants which are
required in the computation of power, attenuation, field components and
oup velocity. Now consider a general matrix equation with non-trival
solutions i.e.
where 1) is a singular matrix of order a by a with det D = 0 and X
is a column vector with a element..
x	 (x1,x2,x5,.... x)	 2-28
then the values of the elements are given by
=	 (J=3,2,.... a)	 229
where	 is the co-factor of the j-th element in the i-th row of dot D,
54
The row number is i naterial because the value of th. co—factor is
independent of the row, which means
= •... =
	
240
The value of I so evaluated is however not absolute since
it can be Diltiplied with any arbitzary constant without affecting the
validity of the equation DI = 0. I is usually normalised with respect
to the element with the maxir'u modulus.
The characteristic eiationa for the circular symmetric
modes are established in a similarly way. However since there is only
one axial field component with two arbitraiy constants the total number
oZ arbitrazyconatante is 2(N - 1) for N layers. The characteristic
matrix is therefore of order 2(N - 1) by 2(N 1).
225 Power diatribition
The time average power how over an area is given by the
integration of the complex Poynting (uJ [igJ wector.
+R	 J(EAI).sda	 2-31
in cylinthical polars this simplifies to
p = .4 Real 1(E H	 - E	 ' rdrdOJ rO	 Or'
For the mu].tilayer structure, the power flow in a general
intermediate layer is given by the integration of eq. 2 - 32 over the
2-52
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annular ring bounded b3r radii r 1 and r. Substituting th. field
components frost eq. 2-21 into 2-32 and after siaplifications we obtain
the power flow in t1e	 1arr as
1'
itwp
P	 { ( c i2 + 0C2) I	 (kr) • Q+1(kr) J pP	 2k/	 PP	
p-1
r
+ 2(c £ B • jL C B )[ Q ,1(kr) • Q 1 (kr)]ppp	 app
"p-i
r
+ (c B2 • .L D2) I Qi4(kp) +pp	 op
p-.1
flTt
• _—.--t (w20E+P2)x
1k Ip
(AJ(kr) •	 • D!(kr))
The functions are defined as
r2
1 ;	 =	 {	 (k:)2 -	 - l m kr) I	 (a)2 a
(kr) = — Ij' (kr) x'(icr) [( ki - iJ J (kr)! (kr) }	 (b)	 2-542 'a	 a a	 a
(kr) = _.! {ye(,)2 [(..
	
)2 - j] y (j ') 2 )	 (c)
When W2 L0C < 2 the	 functions become 	 with the Bessel
functions assume the appropriate modified form. Tb. functions are
(b)
	 2-55
(0)
2-56[Q (kr) Q(kr)a.(kr	 )p p—i.
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then defined as
r2 	a 2(kr)	
7• {	 kr	 • J 
1m 0d1 2 -	 (kr)2
r2
	a 2
(kr) = 
•jt•'	 kr	 • i] Im 1 )m	 +
(a)
(1r),' (kr) }
r2 ii	 2	 1a (kr)2 L: (kr)2 }(kr) = •-;-{[( kr
For the axial and unbounded layers, the power flow is
evaluated using eq. 2 55 by setting the appropriate constants to zero
and changes in the aibacripte as in 2.2.5. This procedure will also be
used later in the forieilation of attenuation coefficients and group
velocities.
Tb. square brackets with superscript and subscript have the
same meaning as the I irni te in an integral.
i.s.
For the axial layer r, = 0 and for the unbcunded layer
co, The power flow in a particular layer is often expressed as
a ratio to the total modal power flow
P
-	 p
p
	
	 2-37
'p
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2.2.6 Attenuation coefficient
The multilayer dielectric cylinder so far considered is
asauned to be losaless, in practice dielectric losses will Cause
attenuation to the electromagnetic waves. Then the dielectric constant
will have an imaginary part which accounts for the losses.
C CI _jCu	 2-Z8
The propagation constant then becomes complex with a a
dependenc. of the form exp( ..yz) instead of exp( 
-J13 ) andY a.j3,
where a is th. attenuation coefficient.
It is possible to solve the characteristic equation in
complex mathematical form to obtain an exact solution. This method is
however lengthy and involved. The attenuation coefficient can be more
conveniently found by the perturbation method (14J which is accurate
for ms11 dielectric losses and sufficient for the present purposes.
For a nnm.ltilayer cylinder t. total attenuation coefficient
is a sum of coefficients
N
a=	 a	 2-59
p
p1
where a is the attenuation caused by layer p. and it is given by
2
(ii £
a =
p
2 Real j(EAH') e
 ds
- 0
2-40
The area of integration in the numórator is over the cross
sectional area of layer p and for the denominatm, the area of integra-
tion is over the entire transverse surface extended to infinite radius.
The integral in the denominator ia in fact twice the modal power flow
which is
38
N
Rea1f(AH') •da = 2P
--	 p=lp
the detail formulations of P has a].r.a4 been fand in the last section
end it is given by eq. 2-33. The term containing the sq1ar. ot the
electric field i.
.2	 *	 *	 *
'
I E	 E .	 (E E + E0E9 + E5E5
 )
s-p	 -p-p	 rr
The subscript p means th. quantities are referred to those
of layer p. On substituting the field components from eq. 2-a) and
2-21 into eq. 2-42, then after integrating we obtain
2-41
2-42
i.J2da Ttf[L(kr) + 2A B 2 (k r) +pplutn p
r
23	 p
B%(kr)
r
•1
+	 2( 22
	 c) iip1	
+1P•Ir21k Ip	 s.i
+ 2(	 +	 C D ) [ . (kr) Q1(kr) ]P
o pp
rp—i.
+ (2B + w2) [Q..j(kr) + Q_i (kr)JP
r
•	
[u J (k r) C B! (k r))(C J (k r) + DY (k r))1 p j	 2-43
1k14	
Pu p
	
Pu p
	
Pu p
	
P u p
p
2-45
2-46
The total attenuation coefficient is then evaluated by eq.
2 - 40.
2.2.7 Orou velocity
The grip velocity is defined as the velocity at which energy
is transported and may be shown to be related to U and	 3 thrzgh
V =	 2..44g
With a digital computer, the group velocity can be found
conveniently by the energy flow method i...
group velocity x energy stored in electronagnetic field
= power flow
eq. 2 - 45 is valid for both time average and instantaneous quantities.
If V is the volume enclosed by a cylinder of cross sectional
area S with unit length along the direction of propagatiom.
Time average energy stored in electric field
r	 *
= — RsaljCE.Edv
Time average energy stored in magnetic field
^ Realf p. H. 115d
*
Time average power flow = _Realf( EAH ).ad	 2-48
- -
40
2-49
substitute eq. 2 - 46 through 2 - 48 into ft • 2 - 45, the expression
for group velocity is given by
2 Real J (H') • da
V =g	 *
Real [JEEsE dv +JLH.H dv]
Vv__
For a multilayer dielectric cylinder, the integral in the
denominator is a summation of integra].a with contributions from each
layer. Then from eq. - 41.
N
4p
p1
V =	 2-50g	 N
>[RealJ	
ft	 ft
(c.E • IiH .H )d]
p1	 p-p -p	 o-p ,
Since the linder is of unit length,the volume integration
in the denominator becomes an area integration. By substituting the
field components from eq. 2 - 20 and 2 - 21, the individual integra1 are
1(6 E .E' + H .H) da = rt[(A2 e + C2
 ) s; (kr)pp pop-p -p	 0-p -p
r
+ 2(A B £ + C D i ) Q(kr) + ( B 2	 + 2	 Q (kr)Jpp p pp 0 pp	 p
rp-i
r
2Jkf	
2 6 +	 [ (A2 c + C 2 i)[ Q 1 (kr) + Q1(kr)]
rp-i
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I.
• 2(LB E • C D	 [	 (k,r) +	 (kr)]p p pp 0
r
p.1
2
'p
+ (B	 • D	 ) [Q_,1 (kr) •	 (k r) J	 }•1 p
rP_L
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C
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25 The Transverse Network Rernesentation
2.5.1 Theori
The electrocagnetic behaviour of the multilayer dielectric
cylinder can also be described by the us. of the Transverse Network
Representation. A eamy of the theory is given here, the detail dev.-
lopment can be found in (ieJ and (17).
A general section of th. transverse network is shown in
rig. 2,4(a) and th. corresponding physical structur. in fig. 2.4(b).
The electric and magnetic field components of the multilayer dielectric
cylinder are expressed in terms of voltage and current analogies. The
section of line shown in fig. 2.4(a) corresponds to a hybrid mode of
propagation, as for the pure modes, the H-line and H-line will represent
Jp
	layer	 p'i
	
E p+ 1	 J.L0
z Ip,p
p. p+1
I
Yp, p
42
	
Layer	 p
vp_il p	 E	 .L0
I
	
p-1
Y p -1,p- 1	 zp_1,p_l	 -r
layer p-i
£ p_i	 IL
E -line	 H - line
(a)	 (b)
Fig 2 4	 The Transverse Network Representation
for multilayer dielectric cylinder
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Z	 Z S (k,r ,r)p-1,p	 cpu p p.4 p
the TM moda and TE mode respectively without the transformer coupling
at the boundaries. The electromagnetic behaviour is described in terms
of the transfer admittance. and impedance a.
In the E-line the admittance at a boundary is related to
that at the other boundary by the equaticn.
II a (k
op fl
• I S (k,rp-1,p	 opn p p1''p
opn p	 1	 P,P
and
	
2-53
p
and for the H-line, the impedance relationahip%
Z R(k,r,r'	 ).z
opn p p p-i	 p,p
ZcpS (k.r i rp-1)
2-54
W.L
and	
-	 k2
	 2.. 55
p
where	 and	 are respectively the admittance and impedance looking
radially outward at layer p and radius p. The first and second
zbscript refer to the radius and the layer respectively.
The functions Sn and	 are given by
J(x) I(y)	 t(x) I (y)
Rn(X7)	 j(9 !(y)	 i(x)	 (y)
	 (a)	 2..56
2
_1 - ___
1k2	 k2
p+1	 p
2	 22
N =	 n 13
p 2-59
2-60
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J(z) i(i) I(z) J(i)
s(x,y) =	
J(x) i(:) - ! (z) J(y)
	 (b)
	
2-56
and
R (k,x,y)	 R (kx, ky)
At a junction i.e. at rad.tua boundary r, the radial transmission lines
are related by
-z	 ][ r 	J 
=2
L p,p	 p,p+1	 p,p	 p,p+i	 p
where N2 represents the transformer ratio
2-57
2-58
The other admittances end impedances are:
at the axial layer
z	 = z	
J;1 (k1r1)
1,1	 01
k1r1J(k1r1)
.i; (k1r1)
I	 =	 (b)1,1	 k1r1 J (k1r1)
(a.)
(a)
2-62
(b)
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and the unbounded lajer	 v
ZN...l	 Z	 (a)N ON
kNrN .lkfl (y1)
2.-Cl
(YN_
N—1,N	 TON	
(b)
2.5.2 &1DllCation to the circular srmmetric modes
The Transverse Network Representation is moat useful in
the solution of circular symmetric modes. Since the coupling trans..
formers between the two radial. transmission lines vanish. Then
p,p	 p, p41
Yp,p 
= tp,p+l
The characteristic equations can be found by direct
substitution of the impedance or admittance from one boundary to
another using eq. 2.-52 and 2-54 for the TM and TS modes respectively.
This is a great advantage over the matrix method in terms of simplicity
in computation and progra mlng. The other electromagnetic characteristics
can also be evaluated using the Representation, and we first consider
a general intermediate layer p:
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(1) Yield Cointonente.
By defining
L(kr)= J(kr). B! (kr)	 (a)Op	 op	 pop
2-63
(kr)	 J1(kr)+ B!'(kr)	 (b)
p	 0 p	 p0 p
the field componenta ares
TM nodes	 E = AL0 (kr)	 (a)
2-64
Er =	 kAL (kr)	 (b)
____ kA L' (kr)	 (c)
H0'-J k2
	
P° P
p
TE mode	 H = A L (k r)	 (a)a	 pop
p
Hr	 2	 kAL' (kr)	 (b)	 2-65k	 p
p
WL
° kAL' (kr)	 (c)
= d	 2	 ppo p
p
where the arbitrai,couatanta A and B are given byp
	
q=p
L0(k 7 )
A =ffl
p	 iLL
q0	 L0(kq+17q)
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L (kr )
o pp-i
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and using the TM mod. as an example
! J(kr )..(kr )J'(kr )t.p,po pp-i
	
pp-i 0 pp-i "p
Bp	 (kr)L!'(kr )
	
I	 Y(kr )pP P0 pp-i	 p,p	 pp-i
2-67
br the TE modes the impedances Z replace the admittances I in
sq. 2 68 through 2 - 68. When U	 <2 occairs for layer p,
the Bessel functions in L0(kr) and L (kr) have to be changed into
modified forms.
(ii) Power Flow
The power flow in layer p is given by
-	 Real f(EH; - Eohlr)pda 	 A M1	 2-69
and can be expressed as a ratio to the total modal power flow using
eq. 2 - 57. The function M1 is defined as
(k r)2
i	 ((L (kr)) 2 + (L0(kr)) 2
fIlda
sp
2Tt	 [(p2M +1k J214 )1
4	 ,	 ip	 p	 2pI k, I
2-71
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2	 r
+	 - L (k r) L' (k r) J ] P
op	 op
kr
p
r
p-i
Eq. 2 69 ii applicable to both TE and TM modes with the square
bracket	 I	 means	 will apply to the TM modes and
will appiy to the TE modee. This representation vii]. be u&ed in the
attenuation coefficient and group velocity formulations.
(iii) Attenuation Coefficient
2
We only have to formulate the integrals of E	 and the
p
total attentuation coefficient is given by eq. 2 - 40.
Then for the TM modes
2-70
and for the TE modes
fIEl da =
22211W	 2
A N
4	 p ip
1k Ip
2-72
where the function M is defined as
2
__________	 2
N	 = I	 {(L(kr)) + (L (kr)) ) I2p	 1£ 2-75
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When the condition W21L C	 is satisfied fox' layer p,
th. second term in eq. 2 75 becomes negativ..
(iv) Gro Velocity
2
Sii11arly, we only formulate th. integral of (c	 ,
I	 and the group velocity is then given by eq. 2 - 50. Tb.
integral is
2	 2	 C
J (C IE I + ii I HI )de[]	
21t	 A2 {Ik 12Mp-p	 o-p	 •o k4 p	 p	 ipS	 pp
•	
+	 M}	 2-74op
To evaluate the field components and integrals described in
eq. 2 63 through 2 - 74, for the axial and unbounded we simply equate
th. appropriate constants in eq. 2 - 63 to zero for the function
L (k r) and L' (k r), as in §2.2.3.op	 op
50
2Ji5 The hybrid nodes
The us. of the Transverse Network Representation is limited
to the two layer case only i.e. a homogeneous dielectric rod. The
characteristic equation is quickly found by putting p 2 in eq. 2 - 56
and substitute for the impedances in eq. 2 - 58 and 2 59.
C 1 J1(k1r1)
(k1r1) J(k1r1)
c2K (k?j)
I
k2r1K (k2r1)
;.L J
[	
(k1r)
( 1r1)J (k1r1)
.L K' (k
Ofl tl)+
(k2r1) IL1(k?i)
=
2n2	 1
(k1r1)2
2
+	 lj
(kr)2
27 5
which is the well known characteristic equation for a single dielectric
rod tuj ['267. For a three layer structure the equations are very
complicated end for more than thre, layers the characteristic equation
cannot be fcind using this representation. This can be seen from the
mathematics. Consider for the N layer structure, the total number of
independent equations obtained from the net work are
2x(Nuu' 2).N1 5 514-5	 2-76
sinc, there are N - 2 intermediate layers and we have one impedance and
on. admittance relationship, also at each boundary, there is one coupling
51
equtttion, However despite of eq. 2 76 there are 4(N 2) unknown
quantities. is, the admittances and impedances of the intermediate
layers at the boundaries therefor, when N i. greater than three, ther.
are insufficient number of equations to solve for the unknowns.
Therefore the Network Representation ii not used in the analysia of hybrid
modes of the multilayer dielectric cylinder.
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CRAFrt T1*tEE
The Mono-Node Optice]. Fibre Waveguide
In this Chapter, we ei sm1n. the operating features of
the mono-mode optical fibre wavegiid.. The analysis in the last
Chapter enablesus to evaluate the propagation characteristics of an
optical waveguide with a finite cladding boundary and to assess the
validity of the approximations which may also be used to describe
the electromagnetic behaviour of the three layer structure, Finally,
we shall consider the design of the various fibre parameters.
.53
5.1 The dielectric rod surface waveguido
5.1.1 Introduction
The mono-mode optical fibre ii basically a dielectric rod
surfac. waveglide. The dielectric rod ii the simplest form of cylindri-
cal surface wave structure. There is a long history in th. study of
its electromagnetic characteristics with the first theoretical
investigation performed at th. beginning of this century by Hondros and
Debye (19J, and also experiments by Schivuer (eoJ. Since then, a
large number of investigators have considered various aspects concerning
the dielectric rod structure. Early workers such as (arson (2iJ and
Schelkunoff (22J formally treated the problem and examined the cut-off
conditions. The higher order modes were first analysed by Clarricoats
(26J and later by Schlesinger (27J.
In waveguide applications, th. dielectric rod was originally
suggested by Southworth (23J to be used as a transmission line t
microwave frequencies. This proposition was later studied by
Chandler (24J and Eleasser (25J.
Investigators in the last decade have been mid-niy concerned
with the dielectric rod operating in the optical frequency spectrum.
Snitzer (28J first suggested the use of glass fibre as an optical
waveguid. and he, together with Oaterberg (29J, reported the obser-
vation of surface wave modes on glau fibres. The practical feasibility
of the above idea was later considered by Lao and Hockhsm (sJ and
this led to the development of the present form of the mono-mode
optical fibre waveguide. Other workers in this field are Bierneon
(30J who computed normalised propagation characteristics and Kapany
f31J who investigated the various applications of glass fibres. More
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recent researchers include Snyder (52J who used the perturbation
analysis to present a simple mathematical formulation of the dielectric
rod. Gambling and others (33J (37J worked on mitimode optical
fibres and the various engineering aspects of the mono-mode optical
waveguide have been studied by Dyott (5J (8J (sJ.
Since the dielectric rod is the starting point of our inves-
tition, we shall first briefly examine its surface wave properties.
The following sections serve to provide a basic understanding into the
operation of the mono-mode optical. fibre waveguide.
5.1.2 Pronazatipn characteristics of surface wave on a dielectric rod
We first erin1ne the propagation characteristics of a
dielectric rod surrounded by free space as shown in the insert of
fig, 3,1, Th. relative dielectric constant of the rod material is
chosen as 2.25 because this value is representativ. of ordinary plastic
e.g. polystyrene (34J, which may be used as a surface vaveguide at
microwave frequency and also correspond to that of soda-lime-silicate
glass which is used for optical fibres.
To obtain the dispersion curves, we seek solutions to the
v.11 known characteristic equations which have been derived by many
research workers (22J (J (27J. The single layer homogeneous
rod is in fact th. simplest case of the ialti-lqsr dielectric cylinder
iaideaed1n Chapter Two. For the hybrid modes, when the asiimithal
dependence is n
	 1, the characteristic equation is
I 
C1J'(k1r1)
k1r1J (k1r1)
e2V(kr1)
kt1t(k2rj)
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I.L0V 0(kj1)
+	 _________ =0
k?1X(k2r1)
i0J ,
 (k1r1)
5-5
I	
tJ'(kr)
	
V(kr)
	
k1r1J (k1z'1)
	
k2r11((k1r1
2n2
2(A)	 (k1r1)2	 (k1r1)2
while, when n = 0, we have the characteristic equations for the TM and
TE modes as two independent solutions to eq. 3-1. For the TM modes,
c 1J '0(k1r1)	 +	 c2ic'0(k2r1)	
0
	
3-2
k1r1J0(k1r1)
	
k2rj0(k?j)
and for the TB mode
=
The dispersion curves for the lowest six modes are shown
in fig. 5.1, these are the
	 21' L ' Eli11 , T 01 and 12 modes. The
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Fig. 3 . 1	 Normalised phase change coefficient vs frequency1
for dieLectric rod ( = 2 . 25 ) in free space
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is the dominant mode which is used as the information carrier in
waveguld. applications, the higher order modes are relevant to th.
stuc of the optical waveguid.. In fig. 5.1 the norsalised frequency
V is used, which is defined an
wr i; --c
C
where	 is the radius of th. rod; Li and E2
5-4
are the relative
dielectric constants of the rod and its surrounding medium respectively.
For our present parameter. 2 = 1.0. This normalised frequency has
been used extensively in describing the surface wave behaviour on
dielectric rods (zoJ (52J and optical waveguide. (4J (8J because
the propagation characteristics then become independent of the changes
in the difference in permittivity between that of the rod and the
surrounding medium.
It can seen in fig, 5.1 that each mode has a distinctive
dispersion curve and p only assumes values between 1.0 and 1.5, it
high frequency, p tends asymptotically to that of a plane wave in
an infinite homogeneous rod medium. In general for surface wave on &
dielectric rod, p must satisfy the following condition
172
	 3-5
W. also observe that, except for the HX mode, .11 other
modes start propagation at frequencies above certain values, which are
known as the cut-off frequencies. For the HE,.. mode, propagation
exists down to zero frequency. In surface waves, the out-off is
defined as the condition at which the phase velocity of the wave is
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equal to that of a plane wave in the infinite homogeneous surrounding
SSiUM 1.1. VP	 'L0E2 . Since the phase velocity ii the
reciprocal of the phase shift coefficient, the cut-oft freiency is
given by 3 =
	
The general cut-off conditions for a dielectric
rod are listed in Table 3.1 ((i3J (30J ) and the actual value of
V for a given mode is found by solving the equation in the middle
column. For the parameters considered at present the cut-off values
are given in Table 3.2. Th. terms near cut-off and far from cut-oft
will be used to describ. the two conditions at which the frequencies
are such that PVT2 and	 respectively.
The group velocity characteristics are shown in fig. 5.2
and their behaviour follows the dispersion curves. At cut-off,
except for the Eli modes, the group velocity ii equal to that of free
apace, since all the ener is outside the rod. Far from cut-oft,
all the energy concentrates into the rod and the group velocity
approaches that of a plane wave travelling in the bilk rod material.
Therefore the limiting values of the group velocity at cut-oft and
far from cut-off are _L and	 respectively. For the
presetit parameters, these values are unity and 0.667.
The EH mode is an exception, the group velocity at cut-
off ii given by j53J
-	
?rç	
.c2)
V =
	
3-6
It is equal to 0.655 for the parameters considered and
is very close to the rod group velocity. The minima of t* curve
-
represents a point with no signal distortion which is usefil in
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Mod.	 Cut-ott condition	 Remark.
TE TM	 J(v)o	 v>oOS	 05	 0
HEn.
	J1(v)=o	 n=i.
C 2 -
J (v)	 -	 J(V)
C •
2	 1
EH	 J(V)=O	 5>0
and
n>0
Table 5.1 Cut-ott condition. of dielectric rod.
	
Mode	 Cut-off V value
	
HE11
	0
TE01	TM	 2,405
	
HE21	 2.8
HE12	EH11	 3.85
Table 5.2 Cut-off V value, of dielectric rod with relative
dielectric conat.ant 2.25 and aurrounded by free apace.
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communication application. (8J and will be discussed in the next
section.
The power carried in the rod 1. shown in fig. 3.3. Ckice
modal propagation starts, the power density in the rod increases
rapidly and eventually .11 the modal power is in the rod and the wave
is then very tightly bound. it cut-off, there is no power in the rod
except in the	 modes for which the rod carries power given by (18J
Power in rod	
•. _____ + j )
Power in surrounding	 C1
	 3-7
This ratio i. 0.76 for the present parameters and the ratio
(Power in rodflotal power) i. 0.42.
The attenuation characteristics are shown in fig. 5.4 and they
are closely related to the power distribution (26J because both
quantities ar. proportional to the square of the field intensity. At
far from cut-off the attenuation is close to that of a plane wave in
the rod medium (25J. This is .ie to the concentration of the fields
in the rod. The attenuation of the Eli mode at cut-off 1. again
finit.. The actual attenuation for a given loss tangent, and rod radius
over a finite length can be calculated form fig. 3.4 by using the equation
loss in dB = 9.68 &	 tanô £
	
3-8
where	 L	 = length of rod
tan 6 loss tangent of the rod material.
Finally we ex,'mthe the field patterns and the variation of
field strength. Since the unity aziitha]. dependent modes an, of prim.
1.0
a)
0
a
ci00
0
0.2
0
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Fig. 3 . 3 Nor malised power in rod vs frequency
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Fig.3 . 4	 Normalised attenuation coefficient of dielectric rod
vs frequency
normalised attenuation coefficient of a plane
wave in homogeneous rod material
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interest in our investigation vs shall concentrate on these modes. From
Snitzer (16J, the transverse field patterns of the HE modes at far
from cut-off resemble that of a plane T24 wa ys, But for the EH modes,
the patterns are loops. The transverse field patterns for the HE
HE12 and EH modes at far from cut-off are ehown in fig. 5,5(a), 5.6(a)
and 5.7(a) respectively. For th. circular symmetric modes, the
patterns are concentric electric loops for TE modes and magnetic loope
for TM modes respectively which are similar to those of circular metal
waveguide fields. When the azimuthal dependenc. is greater than unity,
the field patterns become progressively more complex as the mode order
incr.ases. The simplest case is the HE21 mode which is a family of
byperbol* at far from cut-off as can be seen from fig. 5.8(a).
It has been shown by Snyder (52J that at far from cut_off
the radial variations of transverse field components are simple Bessel
functions, For the HZ modes the fields have a J_ 1 dependence inside
the rod and a K 1 dependence outside. For the EHnm modes, the
variations inside and outside the rod have 	 and £fl.i dependence
respectively. Therefore, the HE set with a 	 variation always have
a	 tq at the centre and the £H modes have a zero because their
field variation is J2. The variations in field intensity for the HE11,
EH	 12 and
	
modes at far from at-of fr.qi.nci.s ar. shown in
fig. 3.5(b) through 5.8(b).
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electric field	 ---- magnetic
field
Fig. 3 . 5 (a)	 Transverse field pattern of HE 11 mode
I	 I
Fig.3 . 5 (b)	 Transverse field intensity variation of
HE 11 mode
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electric field	 --.--magnetic field
Fig.36(a)	 Transverse field pattern of EH 11 mode
r
Fig 3 6(b)
	
Transverse field intensity	 variation	 of
EH 11 mode
- 
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electric fie(d
	 - __ - magnetic feld
Fig 3 7(a) Transverse leld pattern of HE 12
 mode
Fig3 . 7(b) Transverse field intensity
	 variation of
HE 12 mode
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&ectric field	 -	 - magnetic fie'd
Fig.3 . 8(ci)	 Transverse field pattern of HE 2
 mode
'1
Fig.3 . 8(b)	 Transverse fieLd	 intensity variation of
HE 21
 mode
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5.1.5. Operating features of dielectric rod urface waveuide
When th. dielectric rod is to be used as a waveguide for
telconuminication applications, th. operating conditions must be chosen
ach that the maxiim information capacity ii achieved. There are two
1n factors to be considered which determine the system bandwidth,
namely signal distortion and attenuation. Firstly, it should be stated
that in a waveguid. system, aingi. mode transmission is always preferred.
By single mode transmission, we mewi that the information is coded into
only one mode of propagation. The reasons are that the mode with the
lowest attenuation can be selected and secondly there is miniuim wave-
form distortion. Whereas in multimode operation, the signal is carried
by a number of modes which in general have different group velocities.
As the signal propagates along the guiding structure, th, differences
in th. group velocities of the signal components will result in waveform
distortion (58J, thus reducing the system bandwidth.
From the dispersion curves in fig. 3.1 we can see that the
higher order modes of a dielectric rod start propagation for V2.4,
which is the cut-off frequency of the TE 01, TM and HE21 modes, When
we use th. dominant HE mode as the information carrier and design the
rod parameters such that Yc 2.4, mono-mode operation is achieved. This
is th. essential operating feature for a dielectric rod waveguid..
The specific operating point however will depend on the system require-
ments,the actual frequency to be employed and also on the rod material.
The general design philosophy is to choose an operating condition which
results in minimum signal distortion and attenuation.
To explain the above in more detail and for a better
understanding of the determination of the operating point let us
consider the dielectric rod waveguide at microwave frequencies, when
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the wavelength is th. order of a few centimeters. Plastics
are suitable waveguid. materials at these. frequencies because they are
inexpensive, flexible, good mechanical strength and can be easily
fabricated into cable form. For the existing plastics, as we shall see
latör, it is necessary to operate a dislectric rod waveguide with air
as the outer medium in order to obtain low attenuation. The dielectric
rod characteristics we have just considered in the last section ars
therefore suitabis for our present discussion and we h*11 base our
investigations on those results.
Firstly, let us consider the signal distortion. In vaveguide
transmission, there are two main sources of waveform distortion (58J,
namely
i) delay distortion
ii) modal conversion and reconversion.
Delay distortion arises from the non-linearity of the wave-
guide phase characteristic with frequency which is the well known
phenomenon of dispersion. The high frequency components of a signal
then travel with both phase and group velocities different from that of
the low frequency components, thua causing distortion to the waveform.
Dispersion can be further classified into two types, the first can be
identified as the waveguide effect which is due to the non-linearity
in the dispersion curves shown in fig. 3.1. The second part ie due to
the dispersive property of the rod material because in practice the
permittivity of a material is generai.].y a function of frequency. Highly
dispersive materials will dominate the waveguide effect and produce
excessive signal distortion. Such materials are not suitable for wave-
guide applications. Since no general assumption can be made about the
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3-9
material dispersion because it wiU depend on a particular example, we
shall only consider the waveguid. distortion.
The group delay t , is the time delay per u1t length of
the signal energy, and it is defined as
1	 ____t = - =
Vg
Mstortion to a signal when propagating along a waveguide
whether it ii in analogue or pulse form, is due to the difference in
transit time between frequency' components. When the signal bandwidth B
is small in comparison with the carrier frequency f the spread in
transit time is approximately given by
dt •	 3-10
where	 is the rate of change of group delay with frequency at f.
The signal distortion can therefore be measured in terms of 	 and
from sq. 3-9 we obtain
- = - -	 3-11
The actual value of	 will depend On the operating
frequency and the dimensions of the waveguid..
Fig. 3.9 shows the variation of	 normalised with
respect to r1
 as a function of V. The actual value can be easily
computed when r1
 is determined. As the vertical acale is logarithmiv,
the delay distortion is a fast varying function of frequency. At V c 2.6
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there is a singularity which implies no signal distortion. Theoretically
this means infinite bandwidth,which however in practice will be
limited because of material dispersion. Nevertheless, the above
frequency would represent minimum waveform distortion. Unfortunately,
this V value ii higher than the upper limit for uni-mode operation i.e.
V = 2.4, this operating point ii therefore not adopted. For V < 26,
dt	 1
--. increases rapidly with decreasing V value, therefore if we
1
want to reduce distortion, the dielectric rod waveguide should be
operated at a value of V as closely as possible to, but less than 2.4,
The second type of signal distortion arises from modal
conversion and reconversion phenomenon. This occurs when a waveguide
is operated in a iltimode configuration. Practical waveguidea cannot
be absolutely perfect, they will contain discontinuities such as bends,
surfac. imperfections and geometrical variations. These irregularities
will couple energy between the main information carrying mode and
other unwanted modes. This also results in signal distortion and
attenuation. At present, we shall not discuss these effects because
the dielectric rod will be designed to support only the HE 11 mode and
therefore modal conversion and reconversion cannot take place.
The next factor to be considered in determining the operating
condition is attenuation. It is necessary at this stage to introduc.
son. actual waveguide parameters. Suppose, we operate at I band
frequency with a free space wavelength of 3 cm and use a plastic rod
with = 2.25. This wavelength is chosen because microwave energy is
easily generated and the waveg1ide is of convenient physical sise to be
handled. For single mode operation the rod radius must be less than
1.0	 which is calculated from 2 TE r1	 -	 <2.4. The loss
x	
YCiTE2
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tangent of the rod iS taken as 10 which is typical for ordinary
plastic at the abov. wavelength (34J.
The attenuation characteristics of the 	 mode ar, shown
in fig. 3.10.as a function of the uormaliaed radius 	 1 . The
A
curve ehow that the loss increases with rod dimension afid tends to a
saturation vai.u. at large radius which is equal to th. attenuation of
a plan. wave in an infinite rod material. We can see that acceptable
attenuation for long distance co''ntcation is obtained at email rod
radius. For example an attenuation of 10 dB/ka is only achieved if
2r1/A	 0.35 and gives a rod dimension of	 r1 0.7 cm. The
V value i.e then 1.12 which is our operating point. The low attenuation
can be explained by the power distribution curve in fig. 5.3. At
V = 1.12, about 90% of the modal power is outside the rod and since
air can be assumed to be loasleas, the attenuation is therefore low.
We can see from the above that the attenuation is the
dominating factor in our design considerations. For in order to
minimis, the delay distortion, we may have to operate at V
	 2.4
which corresponds to 2r1/ A
	
0.6. This operating point is
unsatisfactory because the attenuation is then 2000 dB/*m which is too
high for comint cation applications.
The plutio dielectric rod surface waveguide is difficult
to realise in practice. There will be discontinuities along the rod
such as variations in diameters and bends. At a discontinuity,
although there is no energy loss due to modal conversion and recon-
version, there will be radiation because the surface waveguide is an
open structure. Under the operating condition of V = 1.12, the fields
are very loosely bound to the rod with 90% of the modal power carried
outside the rod. The radiation loss will be considerable and result*
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in heavy attenuation. This type of surface waveguide is therefore only
suitable for straight line systems and can only negotiate very gentle
bends. Its dimensions will also require good aashanical tolerences
in the fabrication process.
Secondly, the waveguid. isist have support and also protection
against external disturbances. The supports will scatter ener and
increase the overall attenuation. La for protection, the rod may be
envisaged to be housed in protective tubinge made of durable plastic
or metal. The outer tubing has to be designed so that it cause
minimum interferenc, to the surface wave on the rod. At V = 1.12,
the field outside the rod extends to a large radial distance and at
10r1 the field strength is about 10% of the maximum value at the rod
axis. From preceeding sections 21si = 1.4 cm, the tubing will have to
be at least 14 cm in diameter. Whi a large number of waveguides are
required, the overall sine will be difficult to handle and the civil
engineering involved in laying the waveguide will also be costly.
The above factors are the main shortcomings of dielectric rod wave..
guide at microwave frequencies.
An alternative method of support is to surround the rod
with another polymer e.g. polystyrene foam. The structure is then
similar to the mono-mode optical fibre waveguide. However, this
additional layer will be loasy as well and we lose the advantag. in
our original design with air as th. outer-medium so as to reduce
attenuation.
In conclusion, the main restriction of dielectric rod wave-
guide is the material loss which dictates our choice of operating
condition. If the loss tangent of plastics can be reduced by two
orders of magnitude compare to what is commercially available today,
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polymer surface waveguides can be designed similar to that of mono-mode
optical waveguid. i.e. a cladded structure, and could become an
attractive transmission medium for communication.
5.1.4 Dielectric rod surface waveEuide at optical freauenci
£ dielectric rod operating at light frequencies is called an
optical waveguide and a suitable material ii glass fibre. The principle
of operation ii similar to that of the plastic rod surface waveguide
with the HE mode as the information carrier except that the operating
point is different. The wavelength is now in the order of one micron
and it ii difficult to use a glass fibr. with free space u its outer
medium, Since for singl. mode propagation V must be less than 2.4, the
diameter of the fibre baa to be reduced to few microns. Fibre with
such minute sizes are extremely fragile and impossible to handle.
Furthermor• it becomes difficult to identify unless strong optical
magnification is employed. From eq. 5-4, we can see that when the
differenc. in dielectric constant between the rod material and its
surrounding medium is reduced the rod radius can be increased while the
value of V remains unchanged. Therefore, if the glass rod is surrounded
by another layer of glass such that the difference in permittivity is
0.01 instead of 1.25 as in the previous case, the rod radius can be
increased by ten times without affecting the V value. The dielectric
rod is now called the core and the surrounding medium the cladding.
V. then have the basic form of a mono-mode optical fibre waveguid..
The dispersion, group velocity and power distribution
characteristics of the lowest six modes of a dielectric rod with small
11
i.E
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dielectric difference between core and cladding are shown in fi . 3.11,
3.12 and 3.13 respectively. The relative dielectric constants of the
core and the cladding are 2.3409 and 2.25 respectively, a difference
of 4% which is typical in optical fibre waveguides. The general
behaviour of the curves is similar to that of the dielectric rod in
free space, except for the triplet HE 21 , TE01 and TM01 modes. They
now bec me de enerative with identical characteristics.
In a cladded lass fibre, there is no advantage in operating
at a low V value so as to reduce the attenuation because the cladding
material has dielectric loss as well. The normalised attenuation
coefficients of the core and cladding are shown in fi • 3.14 and 3.15
respectively. The total attenuation coefficient t 18 given by
cx= (E")	 +(")	 12core	 cladding
Fi • 3.16 shows the overall attenuation coefficient of the
liE mode for different values of "
	 and	 "	 • At lowii.	 core	 cladding
frequencies, the loss follows that of a plane wave in bulk cladding
material while at high frequencies the attenuation tends to that of
a plane wave in the homo eneous core glass.
It is more desirable to operate at a V value jii t below
.4. The exaot V value in practical communication system may be
sliL.htly less than 2.4 e. • t V = 2.0. However, this can only be
decided in future when the fibre for the operational system is chosen
and experience is gained. }or our present investi ation, we choose
the operati g point to be V = 2.4 which represent the upper limit for
aatisf ctory mono—mode propagation and this con ition will be referred
to as the norma2 operating point.
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The reason for the above operating point is twofold.
Firstly, the delay distortion arising from the waveguide effect is
a-c	 1
reduced. The variation of
	
-- of the
	
mode with frequency
1
is shown in fig. 3.17. It can be seen that the delay distortion
decreases rapidly as V approaches 2.4. For small dielectric difference,
at
at a given V value is proportional to the refractive index
difference
at
a.	 (n1 -n2)	 3-13
It is therefore advantageous to keep the refractive index
difference as small as possible, although the limiting value in practice
will be restricted to about 1% by the available glass.
Secondly, the wave is more tightly bound with 80% of the
modal power carried in6ide the core region. Radiation loss due to
d.tscontinuities is therefore reduced and the waveguide can negotiate
benda with small curvatures (see § 3.4.5).
For an optical fibre in reality, the cladding diameter must
be finite and much larger than the core so that the outer boundary
will cause minimum interference with the HL 11 mode. Typical cladding
diameters are of the order of 50im. The purpose of the cladding is
therefore twofold. Firstly, in having a slightly lower refractive
index value the core size can be increased to manageable dimension.
Secondly, it provides support and protection to the core. The larger
cladding diameter also enables the waveguide to be handled physically.
In the following sections, we shall study the electromagnetic
behaviour of realistic optical fibre waveguide with finite cladding
boundary and also how to design the various waveguide parameters.
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5,2 Propagation characteristics of mono-mode optical fibre waveguide
with finite ci c in g boundary.
3,2,1 Dispersion
in the preceeding sections, we have established that the
operating point of the mono-mode optical waveguide is to be at a
frequency below the cut-off of all higher order modes so that only the
dosLinant	 mode can propagate i.e. at V less than 2.4. However, this
design is based on the assumption that the core is embedded In an
infinite cladding. An optical waveguide In reality has a finite
cladding diameter, as shown in the insert of fig. 3.18. The implica-
tions of a finite cladding boundary La that the optical waveguide is
in fact a mu.itimode structure. Although, we may be operating at
V < 2.4, the higher order modes are not at cut-off. These higher
order modes viii. propagate with characteristics different from that
of the HE11 mode. If they' are excited they will cause interference
to the main information signal. and degrade the system performance.
It is therefore necessary to study the propagation characteristics
of an optical waveguide with a finite cladding boundary. This will
provide us with information leading towards a proper design for the
fibre parameters and as we shall see later that the application of
a layer of lossy' paint and combine with proper launching condition
(Chapter Four), single mode operation identical to that of a dielectric
rod in an infinite cladding surrounding is achieved,
Although the propagation characteristics of a dielectric
rod have b en extensively c naidered (19J - (33J, the propagation
characteri tics of surface way
 a on a three layer structure have not b.en
fully evaluated.	 The characteristic equations for a three and a
four layer dielectric cylinder were formulated by Valenzuela (36J
but only the radial field variations of the HE 11
 mode were computed.
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Roberts (37J considered the case of a three layered mu.ltimode optical
fibre with a thin cladding. The theory and the computer programmes
developed in Chapter Two for the multi-layer cylinder are therefore
most suitable for the investigation of the actual optical fibre wave-
guide,
Our objectives are:
i) To provide a better understanding of the electromagnetic
behaviour of a three layer surface wave structure and
hence a design for optimum performance in the optical
fibre waveguide.
ii) To analyse the higher order modes and the effective
means of their suppression.
iii) Verification of the core and cladding approximations
which may be used to study the complex structure.
The choice of the physical parameters is important in our
study. For the refractive index of the glass, some assumptions have
to be made because at present there are no operational optical fibre
waveguide systems. The fibres used in the laboratories for experimental
investigations are not suitable for communication applications because
their atteniation is too high. The glass material envisaged to be
used, in practical. fibre waveguide is recognised to be soda-limo-
silicate with a nominal value of refractive index equal to 1.5. The
relative refractive index difference between core and cladding that
can be achieved with available glasses is in the range of one to two
percent. In the following ana]..ysii, we therefore choose the core and
cladding refractive indices to be 1.53 and 1.5 with a relative difference
of 2%. Provided that the dielectric difference between core and
cladding is small [32J (37J, the propagation characteristics we
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are about to consider are completely genera]. and are not affected by
our particular choice of values. We ehall also assume the glass to be
perfect, the effect of material dispersion will be investigated in
§3.5. The region r>r2
 is assumed to be air.
The ratio of the cladding radius to that of the core is
another important parameter. This ratio will be referred to as
= r/r1, where r1 and r2 are the radius of the core and cladding
respectively. The value of ranges from 5 to 20 and it depends on
the application. Fibres with low may be used for coupling ener-
from one waveguide to another, while for practical waveguides is
expected to be between 15 and 20. We shall first examine the propa.
gation characteristics of a fibre with = 5 because the basic surface
wave properties on a three layer structure are best demonstrated with
the above ratio. The effect of increase in on the propagation
characteristic will be considered in the next section.
Practical optical fibres are coated with a layer of lossy
paint for higher order mode suppressions. As this layer is very thin
and the real part of its refractive index is closely matched to that of
the core glass material its effect may be considered as a perturbation
to the lossless structure. We shall first neglect the paint in our
preliminary stu and evaluate its effect later in § 3.2.4.
Since the optical waveguide is highly overmoded, we must
be careful in our choice of modes for investigation. A fibre with an
overa]. diameter of 1Oi.Lm can support about 600 modes, and it is not pos-.
aible to examine all these modes in detail. We shall concentrate our
effort on the HER , HE21 , TM01 , TE01 , HE12
 and EH modes. The dominant
HE mode being the main information carrier is the most important mode
to be studied. The triplet of HE, TM and TM01
 modes is significant
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because the normal operating point is at a V value near their cut—off
frequency when based on a model of the core embedded in an infinite
cladding. The pair of unity azimuthal dependent modes, as we shall
see later in the next (.hapter, are most likely to be excited when
light is launched into the optical fibre. The general propagation
characteristics of a three layer structure can be deduced from the
behaviour of the above modes.
From fi . 3.18, the dispersion curves can be seen to follow
the general characteristics of surface waves on dielectric rods and
3 satisfies
1.0	 p <
	
3-14
Then, depending on the frequency and the value of i , a
aispersion curve nay be described as either belonging to the core
mode region or the cladding mode region. The core mode region is
defined as the frequency regime in which the condition n2
is satisfied. For example, the core mode region of the HE 11
 mode is
V > 1.0. This definition arises from the assumption that when
n2	 n1, most of the modal field is confined in the core region.
Since the cladding diameter is large when compared to the core and the
field in the cladding region is fasting decaying under the above
condition, the field at the cladding boundary would then become
negligible. The electromagnetic wave would behave similar to that
of surface wave propagating on a core surrounded by an infinite
cladding as shown in fi . 3.19(b). The simplified analysis for
describing th. dispersion characteristic in the core mode region
based on the above assumption is called the core mode approximation, the
corresponding propagation characteristics for this single dielectric
rod are called the core modes. With our present optical waveguide
£92
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parameters, the core mode characteristics are provided by those of the
dielectric rod with smail dielectric difference as evaluated in
§ 5.1.4.
The cladding mode region is defined as the frequency range
in which the condition 1.0< <n2 is satisfied. For example, the
cladding mode region of the HE11 mode is 0<V<1.0. This definition
arise8 from the assumption that, when 3 n 2 most of the modal power
is concentrated in the cladding region. Since there is only a small
difference in refractive index between the core and cladding, the core
may be considered as non—existent. The modal characteristics would
behave similar to that of a surface wave on a dielectric rod of
homogeneous cladding surrounded by free space as shown in fi . 3.19(c).
The simplified analysis used for describing the modal characteristics
in the cladding mode region is called the cladding mode approximation
and the corresponding characteristics of this structure are called
the cladding modes. When we refer back to § 3.1.2, the propagation
characteristics of the dielectric rod we evaluated correspond to the
cladding mo es. The core and cladding mode approximations are
introduced so as to simplify the analysis of a three layer structure.
However, there are certain circumstances in which the more exact
treatment is required and one of the main contributions of this thesis
is to establish these circumstances.
From fig. 3.18, it is evident that at the normal operating
point of V2.4, the H 11 mode is in the core mode region and ail the
hi h r order modes are in the cladding mode region. The frequency
ranges for the core and cladding mode regions of the mocies we are
considerin are given in Table 3.3.
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Mods	 Cladding mode region 	 Lore mode region
0<v<1.0	 v>1.0
Th01 , TE 1	0.13 <V<2.45	 V>2.45
2l	 0.145<V<2.45	 V>2.45
EH11	 0.204<V<3.83	 V>3.83
l2	 0.204<V<3.9	 V>3.9
Table 3.3	 Core and cladding mode regions of surface waves
in optical fibre waveguide with 	 = 5.
The dividing frequency between the core and the cladding
mode region is approximately given by the core mode cut-off value.
It should also be noted that for the three layer optical waveguide we
have two radii i.e. those of the core and the cladding. The freqiency
V in all the following propagation graphs will be normalised to that
of the core radius because we are mainly interested in the HL mode
in the core mode region.
Firstly, let us consider the dispersion curve of the
dominant mode, With increasing frequency in the cladding mode
re ion,vhich is shown in greater detail in fig. 3.20, P begins with
a value of unity and follows the cladding mode at low frequencies. As
3 approaches the value of 1.5 the wave is influenced by the presence
of the core boundary and the 3 curve departs from the cladding mode
at V = 0,15. The Increase in 	 means a decrease of the phase
velocity which is caused by the increase of energy in the hi her
refractive index core and results in a slower velocity. The 3 curve
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then enters into the core mode region at V = 1.0 and follows the core
mode for V > 1.5. The dispersion in the core mode region is shown in
detail in fig. 5.21. In the normal region of operation at V 2.4, the
core mode approximation can be seen to be a good one and for V between
0.15 and 1.0 both approximations are invalid. The amooth transition
of the p curve from the cladding mode region into the core mode region
is not surprising since the field variations are similar for both
regions. This is shown in fig. 3.22 and the gradual concentration of
the fields into the core as frequency increases may be observed. The
transverse field pattern at V = 2.4 is shown in the insert of fig. 5.22
and it resembles closely that of the single dielectric rod c.f.
fig. 3.5(a).
The next set of modes are the HE21 , TE01 and T)&Q modes,
and their behaviour is similar to that of the HE 11 mode. In the
cladding mode re ion, they resemble the cladding modes very closely and
as	 approaches 1.5, the three curves approach one another and
finally coalesce in the core mode region where they become degenerate.
For V > 2.55, the 3 curve follows that of the core mode. The
frequency at which p = 1.5 is 2.454 which is slightly higher than the
core mode cut—off value of 2.405. This difference is because of the
finite cladding radius. The field strength variations for the HE21
 mode
at different frequencies are ahownin ul.g.3.23, and the gradual transition
from claddin mode into core mode with similar variation is again observed,
For the	 mode and the HE12 mode; the dispersion curves
also begin with
	
3 1 in the cladding mode region and after initial].y
following the cladaing modes they depart from them as well, The EH11
mode separates independently but the HE 12
 mode joins the Mi cladding
mode and follows it closely. Both curves then enter into the core mode
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region at frequencies of approximately 3,8 which is close to the core
mode cut-off value. However the two modes have slightly different
frequencies at which (3 = 1.5 rather than the same genesis point as
predicted by the core mode approximation. This is again due to the
presence of the finite cladding radius and the core mode approximation
is certainly invalid neax cut-off,
These two modes exhibit a apecia. feature, there is a cross-
over of the 13 curves at just before entering into the core mode
region which results in an interchange of modes. The EH mode follows
the HE12 core mode and the HE12 'ode follows the EH core mode. They
then resemble the core modes closely for higher frequicies. The cross-
over of a ciiaperaion characteristic for surface wave propagation is
rather unusual and so far as is known it has not been previously reported.
This effect can be explained by referring to the core mode dispersion
for these two modes in fig. 3.11. They have the same cut-off frequency
hit with different slopes. It 13 zero for the HE 12 mode and finite
for the EH mode corresponding to the different group velocities
observed in fig. 3.12. Therefore in a three layer structure, for the
p curves to be continuous from the cladding mode region into the core
mode region a cross-over must take place.
The mocal interchange means a change in the dominance of
the axial field with an interchange of field patterns. Firstly, let
us consider the EH mode,lf we refer back to § 5.1.2	 the inter-
change can be visualised by recognising that, as frequency increases,
the fields of the	 mode gradually deform into those of the HE12
mode i.e. from fig. 3.6 into fig. 3.7. This transition is shown in
fig. 3.24 and fig. 3.25 for the transverse field intensity variations
and field patterns respectively. For low fre uencies e.g. V = 0.3 in
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the cladding mode region the transverse field variation resembles that
of the EH cladding mode, with a minimum field intensity at the centre
and a peak in the cladding region. The corresponding transverse field
patterns are loops as shown in fig. 3.25(a). As frequency increases
the field at the centre increases to a maximum while the former peak
decreases and then becomes negative in the cladding region as shown in
fig. 3.24 for the curves of V = 0.6, 0.9 and 1.2. In the field pattern,
the appearance of a zero in the field intensity is accompanied by the
bending of field lines in the z direction together with a null closing
in from infinity as shown in fig. 2.25(b). The field intensity in the
cladding then increases with frequency as shown in the curve for
V 2.4 in fig. 3.24, the variation and the field pattern (fig. 25(c))
are already quite close to that of the HE12 core mode. Finally in the
core mode region with V = 4.2 the fields are identical with those of
the HE12 core mode with a maxima at the centre and a negative peak.
The field pattern is then almost a plane TE4 wave. The presence of
the core bciindary has a great influence since the HE12 core mode
characteristic dominates the EH11 mode even well within the cladding
mode region.
For the HE12 mode, the interchange process is a reversal
of the above. Therefore it can be visualised by recognising that the
field patterns and variations of fig. 3.7 gradually deforms into that
of fig, 3.6. This transition is shown in fig. 3.26 and fig. 3.27 for
the transverse field intensity and field patterns respectively. The
fields change from the liE 12 mode into the kU11
 mode as frequency
increases from the cladding mode region into the core mode region.
In the cladding mode region with V = 0.3 the field variation is similar
to that of the HE12
 cladding mode with a maximum value at the centre
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and a negative peak. The corresponding field pattern is shown in
fig. 3.27. As frequency increases, but still in the cladding mode
region, the field variation departs from the HE 12 mode. The field
intensity at the centre decreases while the other peak in the cladding
region rises to a maximum as shown by the curves for V = 1.2 and V = 2.4
in fi • 3.26. In the transverse field pattern the zeros on the x-
axis move towards the centre, which means the field lines bend away
from the z-axis and towards the transverse plane as shown in fig. 5.27(b).
For frequencies close to the core mode region transition, the field at
the centre becomes zero while the maxima in the cladding moves towards
the centre as shown in the curve for V = 3.6 in fig. 3.26. The closing
in of the nulls in the field pattern deforms the field lines into
closed loops which resemble those of the	 core mode as shown in
fig. 3. 7(c). Finally in the core mode region with V = 4.2, the field
variations are equ.a]. to those of the EH core mode.
Because of the modal interchange phenomenon, there is an
ambiguity in the nomenclature of the modes, which is frequency depen-
dent. Although the core mode characteristic may be dominating in
some modes, it is more convenient to classify all the higher order
modes in accordance with the cladding mode system. By this we mean
a mode is identifi d by th. clad1ing mode it resembles near the
cladding mode cut-off i.e. when (3 1. This is because at the normal
frequency of operation, all the higher order modes are in the cladding
mode region.
In order to understand the general surface wave properties
of a three layer structure let us examine some other higher order
modes. The dispersion curves for the EM 21 mode the HE22 mode are
shown in 11 • 3.28. The m a]. cross-over characteristic is again
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observed. At low V values in the cladding mode region, the two modes
resemble the ER21 and HE22 cladding mode characteristic. As frequency
increases, a modal interchange occurs just below the core mode cut—off
frequencies which are 5.136 and 5.52 for the EH 21 and HE22 core mode
respectively. For V> 5.52, the 	 mode resembles the HE21 core mode
dispersion curve while the HE 22 mode follows that of the ER 21 core
mode characteristic. The explanation is similar to tho previous case
of the ER11 and 12 mode. The cross—over is necessary for the
continuation of the dip rsion curve from the cladding mode region into
the core mode region.
From the two cases we have just studied, we can deduced that
the modal interchange phenomenon occurs between ER and HE modes with
very close core mode cut-off frequencies. The general pattern of
higher order behaviour emerges when we examine their core mode cut—off
frequencies as shown in Table 3.4 which contains the cut—off V values
for the first seven members in the families of modes with azimuthal
dependencea one, two and three.
It can be seen that the first member of each family has a
distinctive cut—off frequency. From the dispersion curves of the HE11 and
HE21 modes, we can conclude that they have independent dispersion
curves. The hi her order members group into pairs, and each pair
consists of a EH mode and a HER,
	mode in which their cut—off
freqmencie. are very close together. In the case of n = 1, the two
cut-off frequencieB coincide. The doublets are separated from each
other by a comparatively large frequency interval. From the observa-
tions we made on the modal interchange process between higher order
modes, it seems clear that for a three layer structure, mo a]. inter-
change will take place between the ER
	 mode and the HE
	 mode
n,m	 n, m+1
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mode	 cut-off V value	 mode cut-off V value mode	 cut-off V value
HE	 0	 HE	 2.405	 RE31	 3.83
	
EILJ1	3.83	 th	 5.136	 E1131	 6.38
	
RE12	 3.83	 liEn	 5.52	 HE32	 7.016
	
l2	
7.016	 22	 8.4473	 32	 9.76
	
11E13	7.016	 HE	 8.654	 HE	 10.173
	
10.174	 11.619	 EH	 13.015
	
HE14	 10.174	 RE24	 11.79	 H134	 13.324
Table 3.4	 Core mode cut-off frequencies
for all azimuthal dependencea.
As for the circular symmetric modes, the TE and TM core
mode cut-off frequencies are equal to that of the HE modes. These
values can be seen in Table 3.4 to be quite far apart. The modal inter-
change therefore does not occur for the above two type of modes.
However they do become degenerate in the core mode region.
The modal. interchange may also be generalised in the multi-
layer dielectric cylinder and it seems that there will be one cross-
over between the Eli and HE mode whenever an additional layer is
introduced (see Chapter Six).
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3.2.2 GrouD Velocity
The group velocity characteristics are shown in fig. 3.29
and their behaviour is similar to the dispersion curves, which can be
visualised as combining the core and the cladding mode group velocity
characteristics in fig. 3.2 and fig. 3.12 with the appropriate scales.
This results in two minima in each region and with a maxima in between
for the transition. At the normal region of operation, the core mode
approximation is a good one for the HEU mode. The interchange
phenomenon of the
	
and the	 mode is observed with a double cross
over. In this region the EH mode propagates with a slower velocity
when the field at the centre rises to a maximum value during the
transition process.
Although we have only considered six modes the characteristics
of other higher mode can be easily deduced, Their group velocity
curves will be similar to those of fig. 3.29, b.it as the mode order
increases, the minima in the cladding mode region will shift to a
higher V value. At the normal operating point of V 2.4, the group
velocity of the lIE11 mode is do e to that of the core velocity. While
for the higher order modes, their group velocities will assume
different values in the ran e between the cladding velocity and the
minima in the cladding mode region. The propagation of these higher
order modes is therefore extremely unaeairable, and their suppression
is essential if optimum information capacity is to be achieved.
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3. .3 Power djstriition
The power carried in the core is shown in fig. 3.30. For
the	 HE21, TE01 and TM01 modes the power carried in the core
increases gradually with frequency. This is because the fields of the
modes gradually concentrate into the core as frequency increases from
the cladding mode region into the core mode region as shown in fig. 3.22
and fig. 3.23. In the core mode region, the curves follow the core
mode characteristic and at V = 2.4, 80% of the HE modal power is
carried within the core. For the EI{ and the HE 12 mode, two maximas
occur in the cladding mode region. In order to examine whether these
are due to the core, the power carried in an area equal to that of the
core is computed for the cladding mode structure and compared with the
exact solutions as in fig. 3.50. We conclude that the peaks are due
to the presence of the core boundary and the modal interchange
phenomenon of these modes. If we refer back to fig. 3.6 , we can see
that for the EH mode in the cladding mode region, the amount of power
in the core should be small since the field variation is similar to
that of the EH cladding mode with almost a zero at the centre. However
as frequency increases, the modal interchange process takes place and
the field intensity at the centre rises to a maximum and causes the
peak in the power characteristic. The drop in power for further
increase in frequency is due to an increase of the field in the cladding
and reduces the amc*int of the power in the core. For the HE12 mode
the drop in power is due to the decrease of field strength at the centre
to zero during the modal interchange process which is shown in
fig. 3.26. Finally at high frequencies, the curves follow the core
mode characteristics in the core mode region.
The power carried in the cladding and in the outer surrounding
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of air are shown in fig. 3.51 and Li • 3.32 respectively. The amount
of power in the air is very small and most of the modal power is
carried by the core and cladding.
3, .4 Attenuation and the effect f the loss t,pint
The attenuation coefficient of the core region is shown in
fig. 3.33 and the variation is similar to the power d1stribtion since
both quantities are proportional to the field intensity. In the core
mode region, the rise in attenuation is due to concentration of field
in the core and at frequencies far from cut—off the behaviour resembles
that of a plane wave in an infinite medium composed of core material.
The attenuation coefficient of the cladding region is shown in fig. 3.34.
In the cladding mode region the attenuation is close to that of a
plane wave in an infinite medium composed of the cladding material but
the attenuation drops in the core mode region when most of the field
is then in the core.
Since the core and cladding materials are very similar in
property, their loss tangents can be assumed to be equal. The total
modal attenuation coefficient is then a sum of the above quantities
= a
	 +	 3-15
core	 cladding
The overall attenuation characteristic is shown in fi • 3.55
which is obtained by combining the results from fig. 3.33 and fig. 3.34.
This shows that for most frequencies of interest, the attenuationa of the
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the mOdes we considerul are identical and equal to that of a plane wave
propagating in the bulk glass material. The loss mechanism considered
so far is that arising from intrinsic dielectric loss, but the actual
attenuation of a mode in a fibre is much higher when absorption and
scattering are present. These contribit1ons depend on the processes
used in making the fibre, the double-crucible method at present produces
fibre with a hi her loss figure than the rod-in-tube method (J.
The increase in loss is due to change of the glass properties during
the manufacturing process which could have increased the loss tangent
and also introduced impurities and scattering centres e. • air bubbles.
Since the higher order modes are unwanted, additional
attenu tion isist be introduced to remove them. This is effected in
practice by coating the cladding with a layer of lossy paint. The
refractive index of the paint is matched to that of the cladding but
with a slightly hi her value, This does not influence the attenuation of the
dominant mode of propagation, but traps 11. ht enerr more efficiently
and causes more loss to the higher order modes. The effectiveness of
this layer of lossy paint is shown in fig. 3.36, which shows the
attenuation of the different modes due to paint alone. The loss tangent
of the paint is typically l0 and its thickness is 0.ljLm. At V = 2.4,
the attenuation of the HE mode is negligible being 0.06 dB/km while
the higher order modes are heavily attenuated with 300 dB/km for the
liE21, TE01 and TX01 modes and 3000 dB/kr* for the EH mode. This high
differential attenuation lB due to the large difference in field
intensity between the HE mode and the higher order modes in the lossy
paint, At the above frequency, the HE mode is in the core mode
region, and its field in ensity in the cladding is a fast decaying K
variation. The field then drops to a very low value at the cladding
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boundary. The higher order modes are in the cladding mode region and
their fields in the cladding have an ordinary Bessel function variation
with a high value at the cladding boundary. This difference can alBo
be deduced from the power carried in the outermost surrounding mediui
(fig. 3.32) which shows similar variations to fig. 3.36. At the
operating point of V 2.4, the difference in power level between the
mode and the higher order modes is about four orders of magnitude,
The power is roughly proportional. to the square of the field intensity,
therefore the difference will be about two orders of magnitude.
3,3 The influence of increased cladding diameter on progption
characteristics
3.3.1 The dominant HE mode
We now investigate the effect of varying on the propagation
characteristics of the optical fibre waveguide. The core radius is
kept constant while the cladding boundary is increased so as to enhance
the ratio r2/r1. The dispersion characteristics, group velocity and
power carried in the core for = 5, 10, 15 and 20 are shown in
fig. 3.37, 3.38 and 3.39 respectively. In the cladding mode region,
the phase and group velocity at a given frequency approach that of a
plane wave in a infinite homo eneous cladding material as increases,
This is because when the relative area of the core region decreases for
largeri, the influence of the core boundary on the propagation
characteristics diminishes and their behaviour becomes close to that of
the cladding mode. The corresponding power carried in the core also
decreases,
122
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In the core mode region, the electromagnetic behaviour
resembles more and more that of the core mode characteristics for
increaeing i. Since the modal fields are now concentrated in the core
region, as the cladaing increases its influence on the moa].
characteristics decreases also, lit the normal frequency of operation
when V = 2.4, a larger	 has negligible effect on all the characteristics.
It can also be seen that both the accuracy and the range of validity
of the core mode approximation improves for larger .
3,3,2 Accur cy of the core mode aDprox.tnatjon
To assess the core mode approximation quantitatively, en
error index is introduced which is a measure of the aeviation of the core
mode results from the exact solution, The phase—change coefficient,
group velocity and power distribution are the most important properties
of the optical waveguide, their error indices are defthed ass
i) the phase change coefficient
= -
	 x 100
p 
- (cladding)
ii) the group velocity
-	 xjOO
g	 Vg - 
Yg (cladding)
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3-18
iii) Power in the core region
- =	 xlOO
(core)
where	 denotes the difference between the results obtained from the
core mode approximation and the exact solution of the three layer
structure. In eq. 3-16 and eq. 3-17 the (c1adg) and '1g (cladding)
denote the refractive index and group velocity of the cladding
respectively and such a normalisation is used to give generalised
results independent of the refractive indices. The error indices for
the HE mode for fibres with = 5 and 10 are shown in fig. 3.40 as
a function of frequency. In a practical system only thia mode operates
in the core mode region. To interpret the curve, let us consider an
example using a fibre with r = 5. At V = 1.5, 	 is 0.6% and this
13
means that the result obtained by using the core mode approximation is
different from the exact solution by only 0.6%. The high error rate
at V around unity is because this is at the transition of the cladding
and the core mode regions and the approximation is certainly not
accurate, which can also be easily observed in the 13, Vg arid power
distribution curves in fi . 3.21, 3.29 and 3.30.
A figure of merit for accurate core mode approximation is
chosen to be the one percent overall error. The corresponding
frequency represents the lower limit of validity of the approximation.
This frequency is found to be at V = 1.6 for = 5. The error
decreases rapidly and almost linearly for V>1.6. At V = 2.4, the
errors are less than 0.001%.
The error indices wiil also depend on i. When we compare
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the curves for = 5 with those of = 10, we can see that the errors
at a given frequency decrease with a larger . The errors also decrease
with frequency at a faster rate. The above behaviour can be explained
by the propagation characteristics in fig. 3.37, 3.38 and 3.59, the
curves for the exact solution approach the core mode approximation as
increases. The frequency with a 1% overall error as a function of
is shown in fig. 3.41, the decrease in the value of the above lower
bound means the range of validity of the core mode approximation
increases with . The errors at V = 2.4 for > 5 are found to be
much less than 0.001%. In conclusion, in practical fibre waveguides,
the core mode approximation can be used for accurate description of
the HE modal characteristics for most frequencies of interest.
3.3.3 The higher order modes
We first examine the HE mode. The dispersion curves
for optical fibres with different are shown in fig. 3.44. The
behaviour is similar to that of the HE mode. In the cladding mode
region, the phase velocity approaches that of a plane wave in homo-
geneous cladding material as
	
increases. While in the core mode
region, the characteristics follow that of the core mode.
The second aspect of the presence of the cladding boundary
is the effect on the cut—off condition of the higher order modes.
Based on the core mode approximation, the optical vaveguide is
designed to operate at frequencies just below the cut—off of the HE21,
TE01
 and	 modes. For a single dielectric rod, the cut-off is
1.l
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defined as the frequency at which the phase change coefficient is
equal to the refractive index of the surrounding medium. For the
present parameters the cut-off condition is 3 1.5. The physical
significance of this definition is that under this condition the
wave is no longer bound to the rod and the power in it is zero. The
cut-off frequency for the TE01 and T14 mode is given by the first
root of
= 0
which is 2.405, For the HE21 mode, the cut-off frequency is given by
the root of
=	 21
£2 
+E1 .i2(v)
When the dielectric difference is small i.e. £2- £ an
approximate solution to eq. 3-20 is obtained by putting the right hand
side to be zero and 3-20 reduces to eq. 5-19. The exact solution to eq.
3-20 for the present optical waveguide with a four percent dielectric
difference is V = 2.4216. Since in4.4.2 we shall see that the
mode will be used in the experimental determination of the cut-off of
optical waveguide, this mode is studied in detail. The behaviour of
the TE01 end TMQ1 modes will be similar.
The cut-off phenomenon in a three layer optics]. waveguide is
not simple. The frequency at whith : 1.5 is influenced by the cladding
boundary. This ait-off V value is shown in fig. 3.43(a) as a function of
. The curve is asymptotic to the value of 2.4216 which corresponds to
the case of = w where eq. 3-20 holds. Eowever under the above
condition the mode is not actually at cut-off, it can still propagate
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in the cladding mode region and the power carried in the core is not
zero. A detailed examination of the power carried in the core as a
function frequency is shown in fig. 3.45 for different values of j:•
The curves decrease gradually to a low value instead of the sharp
drop to zero in the core mode approximation. The power in the core
at P = 1.5 is shown in fig. 3.43(b) as a function of 	 and some
power is present even under the so-called cut-off condition. The
cut-off definition has therefore lost its physical meaning and the
single mode operation is an idealised situation. However by proper
excitation with the incident waveform closely matched to that. of the
HE11 modal field variation ( 4.3.8), suitable choice of and the use
of lossy paint, the optical fibre can be considered to be a single
mode waveguide. In a practical system, the information is then
carried mainly by the lIE11 mode. For example, by operating at
V = 2.28 i.e. a V value $ below the HE core mode cut-off frequency,
and with = 20, the power in the core carried by the HE21 mode is
only 1% of its total modal power.
As for the other higher order modes, the dispersion
characteristics of the Eli11 mode and the HE12 mode for different
are shown in fi • 3.46 and fi • 3.48 respectively. Their behaviours
are similar to that of the HE21 mode. The modal interchange phenomenon
occurs for all values of although it is not apparent in the above
figures because the two modal characteristics are presented in
separate graphs. The power carried in the core for these two modes
are shown in fig. 3.47 and 3.49. The m&ilm* in the cladding mode region is
found to decrease in value for increasing .
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3.3.4 Acciracy of the cladding mo e p,proximptipn
At the normal frequency of operation, all the higher order
modes are in the cladding mode region. We are therefore interested in
the application of the cladding mode approximation under the above
conoitions. The error indices defined in eq. 3-10 and for (3 and
can also be applied to the higher order modes in order to provide a
quantitative aaaeaznent of the accuracy of the cladding mode approxima-
tion. It is not possible to judge their validity from the propagation
curves. The quantities t and	 V in eq. 3-16 and 3-17 wifl. be the
differences in the normidised phase-change coefficients and group
velocities between the exact solution and those of the approximated
results.
The variation of the error indices for the HE21 mode of
optical fibres with = 5 and 10 are shown in fig. 3.50. It can be
seen that when = 5, the cladding mode approximation is only
satisfactory for V< 0.7 with errors less than 1% and near V = 2.4 the
approximated results become very inaccurate. In fact, the frequency
of V = 2.4 is the transition point and the core mode approximation is
not applicable also. It can be deduced that (see § 3.3.3), in general
both the core and cladding mode approximation is not valid for all the
higher order modes at the core mode cut-off frequencies i.e. when
(3 = cladding refractive index.
When we compared the errors for = 5 with those of = 10,
we found that the error decreases with a larger . The upper frequency
limit for the application of the cladding mode approximation is defined
as the point with an 1% overall error and this upper bound is shown as
a function of
	
in fig. 3.42. The range of validity of the cladding
mode approximation increases with i. The ideal upper frequency limit
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is V = 2.4, however for practical fibres with; = 20, the cladding
mode approximation is only valid for V up to 1.4.
The application of the cladding mode approximation to the
modes is more complicated because of the moaal interchange
phenomenon. Let us first examine the thu mode. In the cladding mode
region, we may approximate the modal characteristics by the
cladding mode. The error indices for and 	 in optical fibres with
different	 as a function of frequency are shown in fi • 3.51 and
fig. 3.52 respectively. The rapid variation in the group velocity
error index is due to the modal interchange phenomenon. It can be seen
that the cladding mode approximation has only a very limited range of
application near the cladding mode cut—off frequency i.€. when 3 = 1.0
and it is only valid for V<0.6. The increase in 	 doss not increase
the range of validity but in fact the errors become larger for V>0. .
This suggests that for practical optical fibres, the exact solution is
required at the normal frequency region of operation. The above
observations can be explained by the dispersion curve in fi • 3.20 for
a fibre with = 5. The EH mode charact ristic departs from that
of the cladding mode dispersion curve at very low frequency. The use
of cladding mode approximation is therefore limited. For larger j:,
the exact dispersion curve approaches 3 = 1.5 faster than that of
the cladding mode and resulta in higher errors.
For the HE12 mode, the a proximation of usiri the HE12
cladding mode is found to be of limited application. The error indices for
P arid Vg as a function of frequency for = 5 and 10 are shown in fi •
3.53. The cladding mode approximation is valid for Vc0.3 for F = 5
and - becomes a constant for hi her frequencies. The inaccuracy can
P
also be explained by the dispersion curve in fi • 3.20, the HE12 curve








































































































































































































































